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PANEL BE4
Belarus Rising
Understanding Anti-Regime Action in Belarus in 2020

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Olga Onuch
(U of Manchester, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk

PAPERS
Tatsiana Kulakevich
(U of South Florida, US)
tkulakevich@usf.edu
Anti-Authoritarian Learning: An Examination of the Prospects for Democratization in Belarus Based on a Study of Polish Solidarity

Sasha de Vogel
(NYU, US)
sldv@umich.edu
Anti-Opposition Crackdowns and Protest: The Case of Belarus, 2000-2019

Emma Matteo
(U of Oxford, UK)
emma.mateo@balliol.ox.ac.uk
“All of Belarus Has Come Out Onto the Streets”: Exploring Nationwide Protest and the Role of Pre-Existing Social Networks

Sébastien Michiels
(Grande Ecole d’Economie et de la Statistique, France)
sebastien.michiels@ensae.fr
Flowers, Tractors and Telegram: Who Are the Protesters in Belarus?: A Survey Based Assessment of Anti-Lukashenka Protest Participants

DISCUSSANT
Jan Kubik
(Rutgers U, US)
kubik@polisci.rutgers.edu
PANEL BK1
War Remembrance and Memory Activism

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Dragana Svraka
(U of Florida, US)
dsvraka@psanet.org

PAPERS
Andrzej Szeptycki
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
andrzej.szeptycki@uw.edu.pl
The Use of Historical Memory Conflict in the Russian Propaganda:
The Case of Poland and Ukraine

Rimante Jaugaite
(U of Bologna, Italy)
rimantejaugaite@gmail.com
The Nomadic Monument Što te nema as a Memory Space

Véronique Labonté
(U Laval, Canada)
veronique.labonte.3@ulaval.ca
Counter-Memories in the Public Sphere of Bosnia-Herzegovina

Sanja Vico
(LSE, UK)
s.vico@lse.ac.uk
Nomen Est Omen:
Social Media, Stereotyping and War Legacy

DISCUSSANT
Rodoljub Jovanovic
(U of Deusto, Spain)
rodoljub.jovanovic@gmail.com
PANEL BK7
Historical Perspectives on Nation-Building and Minorities

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
stefano.bianchini@unibo.it

PAPERS
Gözde Emen-Gökatalay
(Independent Scholar)
gozdemn@gmail.com
Bulgarian Far-Right Groups and Muslim Communities in Bulgaria During the Interwar Period

Giustina Selvelli
(Ca’ Foscari U of Venice, Italy)
giustina.selvelli@unive.it
Cyrillic or Latin? Proposals of a Mixed Alphabet and Visions of National Unity in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia

Sylvia Hershcovitz
(Bar Ilan U, Israel)
Shershcovitz@gmail.com
National Peripheries-Romanian Jewish Women and Zionism

Dušan Fundić
(Institute for Balkan Studies, Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts)
dusan.fundic@bi.sanu.ac.rs
The Failure of Yugoslav Nation-Building Project and Right-Wing Politics (1934–1941): Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Romania Compared

DISCUSSANT
John Paul Newman
(Maynooth U, Ireland)
johnpaul.newman@mu.ie
Challenges to Inter-Ethnic Relations in Central Europe

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu

PAPERS
Csilla Zsigmond
(Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
zsigmond.csilla@tk.hu
Patterns Of National Identity Among Minority Hungarian Youth
Based on the Data of the Genezys 2015 Youth Sociological Survey
*co-authored with Attila Z. Papp (Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Csaba Zahorán
(U of Public Service, Hungary)
zahorancsaba@gmail.com
From Conflicts to Fragile Balance: The Dynamics of Hungarian and Romanian Symbolic Practices In Transylvania Since 1989

Adam Havas
(Milestone Institute, Hungary)
havas@msinst.org
Sounds of In-Betweenness: Race, Otherness and Cultural Hierarchies Through Jazz in Hungary

DISCUSSANT
Szabolcs Poganyi
(CEU, Hungary)
poganyi@ceu.hu
PANEL CE20
The Politics of Diaspora in Central Europe

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Alena Alamgir
(Georgia Tech, US)
akalamgir@gmail.com

PAPERS
Anna Jeglinska
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
anna.jeglinska@statsvet.uu.se
Nation-Building Beyond Borders: Diaspora Politics in Poland

Eszter Kovács
(Centre for Social Sciences, Hungary)
kovesz87@gmail.com
Patterns of Diasporization and Integration Among New Hungarian Emigrants in Western Europe

Klavdia Tatar
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
ktata092@uottawa.ca
Carving Out Own Memory Space in Homeland: The Ukrainian Diaspora and the Case of the Museum of Human Rights

Milana Nikolko
(Carleton U, Canada)
mnikolko@gmail.com
The Impact of Ukraine’s Informal Economy on Women: Mobilizing Diaspora for Growth and Opportunity

DISCUSSANT
Julija Sardelić
(Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
julija.sardelic@vuw.ac.nz
PANEL EU11

Book Panel on Alina Jašina-Schäfer’s
Everyday Belonging in the Post-Soviet Borderlands: Russian Speakers in Estonia and Kazakhstan
(Lexington Books, 2021)

CHAIR
Brent Hierman
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
hiemanbd@vmi.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Ammon Cheskin
(U of Glasgow, UK)
ammon.cheskin@glasgow.ac.uk

Jennie Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
schulzej@duq.edu

Anastassia Zabrodskaja
(Tallinn U, Estonia)
anastassia.zabrodskaja@tlu.ee

Alina Jašina-Schäfer
(Federal Institute for Culture and History of the Germans in Eastern Europe, Germany)
alina.jasinaschaefer@bkge.uni-oldenburg.de

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET
PANEL K9
Book Panel on Krista Goff’s
 Nested Nationalism: Making and Unmaking Nations in the Soviet Caucasus
(Cornell, 2020)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
sofie.bedford@ires.uu.se

PARTICIPANTS
Sarah Cameron
(U of Maryland, US)
scameron@umd.edu

Laurence Broers
(Chatham House, UK)
laurencebroers@gmail.com

Tamar Keburia
(Ilia State U, Georgia/U of Göttingen, Germany)
tamar.keburia.1@iliauni.edu.ge

Jeff Sahadeo
(Carleton U, Canada)
jeff.sahadeo@carleton.ca

Krista Goff
(U of Miami, US)
kgoff@miami.edu
PANEL M5
Global Perspectives on Integration of Refugees and Migrants

CHAIR
Sajaudeen Nijamodeen Chapparban
(Central U of Gujarat, India)
shujaudeen09@gmail.com

PAPERS
Maria Koinova
(U of Warwick, UK)
m.koinova@warwick.ac.uk
Power and Informality in the Governance of Transit and Irregular Migration

Geetha Ganga
(D.G. Vaishav College, India)
geethagan@gmail.com
Yesterday, Tomorrow But What About Today?: Narratives of the Somali Refugees Across the Diaspora

Olga Iakimova
(Ural Federal U, Russia)
yakimova.ola@gmail.com
Xenophobia as a Challenge to Solidarity in Times of Crisis: Comparative Analysis of Russia and the United States

Gülce Safak Özdemir
(Pompeu Fabra U, Spain)
gulce.ozdemir@upf.edu
Urban Solidarity Typology: Comparison of Local Responses to the “Refuge Crisis” of Europe in 2015

DISCUSSANT
Ali R. Chaudhary
(Rutgers U, US)
arc249@sociology.rutgers.edu
PANEL N5
Language and Nationalism

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Dimitra Mareta  
(Global Institute for Research, Education and Scholarship, The Netherlands)  
dimitra.mareta@gmail.com

PAPERS
Roberto Valli  
(ETH Zurich, Switzerland)  
robertovalli@icr.gess.ethz.ch  
Book Production and National Revivals

Catherine Côté  
(U de Sherbrooke, Canada)  
catherine.b.cote@usherbrooke.ca  
Coalition Avenir Québec: The Rise of Nationalism

Anastasia Llewellyn  
(U of Ottawa, Canada)  
anastasia.llewellyn@uottawa.ca  
The Decline and Resurgence of Cadien French Language and Identity

Hilary Appel  
(Claremont McKenna College, US)  
happel@cmc.edu  
The Long Reach of the EU? Neoliberalism, Minority Rights, and Norm Promotion in Eastern Europe’s Accession Process

DISCUSSANT
Katalin F. Rac  
(U of Florida, US)  
katalin.rac@ufl.edu
PANEL N22
Genocide Denial

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Maya Breau
(U of Birmingham, UK)
MXB1204@student.bham.ac.uk

PAPERS
Carna Pistan
(Columbia U, US)
cp2910@columbia.edu
Genocide Denial Ban in Bosnia and Herzegovina: 
Reconciling the Irreconcilable?

Johanna Paul
(Bielefeld U, Germany)
johanna.paul@uni-bielefeld.de
Transnational Memory Activism Against Genocide Denial: 
Protesting the 2019 Nobel Prize in Literature to Peter Handke

Doğan Gürpinar
(Istanbul Technical U, Turkey)
dogangr@gmail.com
The Emergence of Turkish Denialism: 
Attitudes Toward the 1915 (1965-1980)

DISCUSSANT
Joyce Apsel
(NYU, US)
jaa5@nyu.edu
PANEL R8
Book Panel on Laura A. Dean’s
*Diffusing Human Trafficking Policy in Eurasia*
(Bristol Press, 2020)

**CHAIR**
Hélène Thibault  
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)  
helene.thibault@nu.edu.kz

**PARTICIPANTS**
Cynthia Buckley  
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)  
buckleyc@illinois.edu

Lauren A. McCarthy  
(UMass Amherst, US)  
mccarthy@legal.umass.edu

Nadezda Shapkina  
(Kansas State U, US)  
shapkina@ksu.edu

Laura A. Dean  
(Millikin U, US)  
ldean@millikin.edu

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET
PANEL R22
Post-Soviet Development of the Russian Political Discourse

CHAIR
Veranika Laputska
(Institute of Philosophy and Sociology PAS, Poland)
veronica.laputska@gmail.com

PAPERS
Antonina Berezovenko
(National Technical U of Ukraine “Igor Sikorski Polytechnic”) 
berezovenko@gmail.com
Today’s Russia Discursive Shifts: Rise of “Nation of Nations”

Lada Kolomiyets
(Shevchenko National U Kyiv, Ukraine)
ladakolomiyets@gmail.com
Deconstruction of the Kremlin’s Newspeak Through Parodistic Translation on Ukrainian Media Platforms (supplemented with suggested English versions)

Olga Gomilko
(H. Skovoroda Institute of Philosophy, Ukraine)
olga.gomilko@gmail.com
Ivan Ilyin about “Russian Fascism”: Patriotic Arbitrariness vs. Individual Freedom

DISCUSSANT
Michael Rywkin
(CUNY City College of New York, US)
mrywkin@aol.com
PANEL TK1

Book Panel on Stefanos Katsikas's
Islam and Nationalism in Modern Greece, 1821-1940
(Oxford, 2021)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Zeynep Bulutgil
(UCL, UK)
z.bulutgil@ucl.ac.uk

PARTICIPANTS
Harris Mylonas
(George Washington U, US)
mylonas@gwu.edu

Kristin Fabbe
(Harvard U, US)
kfabbe@hbs.edu

Sener Akturk
(Koç U, Turkey)
sakturk@ku.edu.tr

Stefanos Katsikas
(U of Chicago, US)
skatsikas@uchicago.edu
PANEL U19
The Far Right in Ukraine and Russia

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu

PAPERS
Bertrand de Franqueville
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
bertrand.defranqueville@uottawa.ca

Magdalena Gibiec
(U of Wroclaw, Poland)
magdalena.gibiec@uwr.edu.pl
Between Conspiracy and Surveillance: The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists on Emigration Towards the Problem of Agents Infiltrating Its Structures in the 1930s

DISCUSSANT
Sofia Tipaldou
(U of Manchester, UK)
sofia.tipaldou@manchester.ac.uk
PANEL U22
Memory and Literature
Contemporary American, Ukrainian, and Jewish Fiction Without Borders

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 1 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Mark Andryczyk
(Columbia U, US)
ma2634@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Olha Poliukhovych
(U of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
olga.poliukhovych@gmail.com
The Haunting Memory of War in Askold Melnyczuk’s Short Stories
(The Man Who Would Not Bow, 2021)

Olha Khometa
(U of Toronto, Canada)
olga.khometa@mail.utoronto.ca
Contemporary Ukrainian Émigré Literature:
The Poetics of Absurd in Volodymyr Dibrova’s Plays

Mariia Shuvalova
(U of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
mareverborum@gmail.com
Remembering and Forgetting:
Memory in Short Stories of Volodymyr Dibrova and Edgar Keret

DISCUSSANT
Vitaly Chernetsky
(U of Kansas, US)
vchernetsky@ku.edu
PANEL BK12
Contested Politics and Public Spaces in Postsocialism

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Safia Swimelar
(Elon U, US)
sswimelar@elon.edu

PAPERS
Laurent Tournois
(U Côte d’Azur, France)
laurent.tournoisbg@gmail.com
Rebranding the Nation by Switching to the Global to Contain the Bational: An Investigation of the Belgrade Waterfront Project in Serbia

Ljiljana Radonić
(Institute of Culture Studies and Theatre History, Austria)
ljiljana.radonic@oeaw.ac.at
Croatian Homeland War Memorial Museums: Exhibiting “Urbicites” and “Concentration Camps”

Piotr Mirocha
(Jagiellonian U, Poland)
piotr.mirocha@uj.edu.pl
“Grassroots De-Communisation” of Memory in Croatia or a Far-Right Offensive? Renamings of Marshal Tito Squares and Streets in Croatia and Slovenia After 2017

DISCUSSANT
Tamara Banjeglav
(Independent Scholar, Croatia)
banjeglavt@gmail.com
PANEL BK18

Three Aspects of the Kosovo-Serbia Dispute
International Recognition, Serbian Cultural Heritage
and Ethnic Relations South of the Ibar River

CHAIR
Rodoljub Jovanovic
(U of Deusto, Spain)
rodoljub.jovanovic@gmail.com

PAPERS
Marina Vulović
(U of Helsinki, Finland)
marina.vulovic@helsinki.fi

The Sacralization of Northern Kosovo as a Metonymic Re-Articulation of the Kosovo Myth
*co-authored with Filip Ejdus (U of Belgrade, Serbia)

Aleksandar Pavlović
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
pavlaleks@gmail.com
A Battle for Sovereignty: Who Owns Cultural Heritage in Kosovo?

Jovana Diković
(U of Zurich, Switzerland)
jovana.dikovic@uzh.ch
Farming Under Barricades: Findings on Post-conflict Cooperation in Kosovo

DISCUSSANT
Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET
Panel CE11

Trajectories and Networks of Far Right in Postcommunist Europe

Wednesday May 4 // Session 2 // 10:30 AM-12:00 PM ET

Chair

Veranika Laputksa
(Institute of Philosophy and Sociology PAS, Poland)
veronica.laputksa@gmail.com

Papers

Paulina Pospieszna
(Adam Mickiewicz U, Poland)
paulina.pospieszna@amu.edu.pl
Networks of Right-Wing Organizations in Poland: Origin, Structure, Strength
*co-authored with Daniel Płatek (Polish Academy of Sciences), Grzegorz Piotrowski (U of Gdańsk) and Aleksandra Monkos (Adam Mickiewicz U)

Emilia Zankina
(Temple U, US)
emilia.zankina@temple.edu
The Bulgarian Radical Right: Domestic Support and Transnational Ties

Márton Gerő
(Eőtvös Loránd U, Hungary)
marton.gero@tatk.elte.hu
Layers of Social Recognition:
Networks of Pro-Government Organizations in Hungary

Discussant

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
soroka@fas.harvard.edu
PANEL CE23
Redefining Yiddish in Interwar Romania
Institutions, Individuals and Processes (1918-1940)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
peter.vermeersch@kuleuven.be

PAPERS
Valentin Săndulescu
(New Europe College Center for Advanced Study, Romania)
valentin.sandulescu@gmail.com
The Jewish Community in Interwar Romania and Yiddish Culture: Context and Challenges

Irina Nastasă-Matei
(New Europe College Center for Advanced Study, Romania)
irina.matei@fspub.unibuc.ro
Institutional Actors and Yiddish Life in Greater Romania (1918-1940)

Francisca Solomon
(New Europe College Center for Advanced Study, Romania)
francisca_solomon@yahoo.com
Choosing Yiddish: Ideological Debates Concerning the Language Reflected in the German – and Yiddish – Language Press of the Bukovinian Jewry

Camelia Crăciun
(New Europe College Center for Advanced Study, Romania)
camicr@yahoo.com
Iacob Gropper as a “National Poet” and Yiddish Activist: A Case Study on the Reception of His Work in Interwar Romania

DISCUSSANT
Ferenc Laczó
(Maastricht U, Netherlands)
flacz@maastrichtuniversity.nl
PANEL EU5
Book Panel on David Tobin's
Securing China’s Northwest Frontier:
Identity and Insecurity in Xinjiang
(Cambridge, 2020)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Jo Smith Finley
(Newcastle U, UK)
j.smithfinley@newcastle.ac.uk

PARTICIPANTS
William A Callahan
(LSE, UK)
w.callahan@lse.ac.uk

Dibyesh Anand
(U of Westminster, UK)
d.anand@westminster.ac.uk

Hannah Theaker
(U of Plymouth, UK)
hannah.theaker@plymouth.ac.uk

David Tobin
(U of Sheffield, UK)
d.tobin@sheffield.ac.uk
PANEL EU7
Nationalism Beyond the Euro-Sphere
Global Contributions to the Study of Nationalism and Ethnic Politics

CHAIR
Michele E Commercio
(U of Vermont, US)
michele.commercio@uvm.edu

PAPERS
Dillon P Byrd
(U of Toronto, Canada)
dillon.byrd@mail.utoronto.ca
Nationalism and Ethnic Politics in North America

Dominika Koter
(Colgate U, US)
dkoter@colgate.edu
Nationalism and Ethnic Politics in Africa

Diana Kudaibergenova
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dk406@cam.ac.uk
Nation-Building and Nationalism in Central Asia:
30 years of Post-Independence

David R Stroup
(Manchester U, UK)
david.stroup@manchester.ac.uk
Chinese Nationalism:
Insights and Opportunities for Comparative Studies

DISCUSSANT
Paul Goode
(Carleton U, Canada)
paul.goode@carleton.ca
PANEL M8
Border Regimes, Migration Challenges, and the Role of the EU

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Mate Subašić
(U of Liverpool, UK)
mate.subasic@liverpool.ac.uk

PAPERS
Karolina Augustova
(Aston U, UK)
augustok@aston.ac.uk
Migration Externalization in Conflict Zones:
The EU at the Iran-Turkey Border

Nicholas R. Micinski
(U of Maine, US)
nicholas.micinski@maine.edu
Outsourcing Fortress Europe in the Balkans:
Between Integration and Externalization

Dario Ćepo
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
dario.cepo@pravo.hr
Individual Benefits and Societal Costs of Outward Migration From Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina: Austria and the EU in Comparative Perspective

DISCUSSANT
Dženeta Karabegović
(U of Salzburg, Austria)
dzeneta.karabegovic@plus.ac.at
PANEL N8
Historical Narratives of Decolonization/Post-Colonial Nationalism

CHAIR
Anna Vozna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
avozn026@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Behnam Amini
(York U, Canada)
behmini@yorku.ca
Nationalism and Decolonization: Abdullah Ocalan’s Notion of Democratic Nation

Lachlan McNamee
(UCLA, US)
lachlan.mcnamee@outlook.com
Why States Colonize and Why They Stop: Evidence From New Guinea

Lynn Tesser
(Marine Corps U, US)
lmtesser@gmail.com
New States in Asia and Africa Emerging in the Early Cold War Period: Insights from Recent Historiography

Nandini Dey
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
ndey1@jhu.edu
The “Alien” and the Empire: Foreigners, Undesirables, and the Construction of the Documentary Regime

DISCUSSANT
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu
PANEL N10
Far-Right and Foreign Policy
The Non-Party Sector and the Reshaping of Geopolitical Narratives in Europe

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Bénédicte Santoire
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
benedictesantoire@gmail.com

PAPERS
Sofia Tipaldou
(U of Manchester, UK)
sofia.tipaldou@manchester.ac.uk
Far-Right and Foreign Policy: Golden Dawn’s Influence on Greece’s Geopolitical Narratives

Louis John Wierenga
(U of Tartu, Estonia)
louis.wierenga@ut.ee
Preservation of Fire: Far Right Youth Organization Influence on the Mother Party and the Estonian Neo-National Awakening

Dessie Zargocheva
(CUNY LaGuardia Community College, US)
dessie.zagorcheva@gmail.com
The Influence of the Bulgarian Far Right on Foreign Policy: How the Ratification of the Istanbul Convention Was Blocked

DISCUSSANT
Jason Wittenberg
(UC Berkeley, US)
witty@berkeley.edu
PANEL R16
Party Politics in Russia and Ukraine

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
eg599@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Fabian Burkhardt
(Leibniz Institute, Germany)
burkhardt@ios-regensburg.de
Electronic Voting Under Authoritarianism: Evidence from Russia and Belarus

Ekaterina Paustyan
(U of Bremen, Germany)
paustyan@uni-bremen.de
The Use and Effectiveness of “Clone” Candidates in Russian and Ukrainian Parliamentary Elections
*co-authored with Stas Gorelik (George Washington U, US)

DISCUSSANT
Stephen Whitefield
(U of Oxford, UK)
stephen.whitefield@politics.ox.ac.uk
CHAIR  
Sener Akturk  
(Koç U, Turkey)  
sakturk@ku.edu.tr

PAPERS  
Elif Becan  
(Collège de France)  
elifbecan@gmail.com  
From Muhacir to Göçmen: Naming the Discharge of Relief Programs Put in Place for Muslims From the Balkans in Turkey

Hakki Ozan Karayigit  
(Syracuse U, US)  
hkarayig@syr.edu  
Socio-Spatial Crisis of Othering in the Context of COVID-19

Anselm Boehmer  
(Ludwigsburg U of Education, Germany)  
boehmer@ph-ludwigsburg.de  
Performing National Borders – Creating Social Coherence? On First Generation (Labor) Migrants From Turkey in Germany

DISCUSSANT  
Souhila Belabbas  
(U of Southampton, UK)  
s.belabbas@soton.ac.uk
PANEL U3
Conflict in Donbas
Identities and Cultural Production

CHAIR
Viktoriya Sereda
(Institute of Ethnology, Ukraine)
sereda.vik@gmail.com

PAPERS
Vicente Ferraro
(U of Sao Paulo, Brazil)
vgferraro.jr@usp.br
The Impact of Conflicts on Political Regimes and Democracy: The Cases of Chechnya and Donbas

Nicholas Kupensky
(US Air Force Academy)
nicholas.kupensky@afacademy.af.edu
Ukraine’s Stalingrad: The Myths and Meanings of the Battle for the Donetsk Airport

Iryna Tarku
(U of Giessen, Germany)
iryna.tarku@gcsc.uni-giessen.de
Writing as a Resilience Strategy: Combat and Non-Combat Prose About Donbas War

Elzbieta Olzacka
(Jagiellonian U, Poland)
elzbieta.olzacka@uj.edu.pl
The Development of Ukrainian National Cinema in the Context of Russian-Ukrainian Conflict

DISCUSSANT
Maria Popova
(McGill U, Canada)
maria.popova@mcgill.ca
PANEL U4

Hrushevsky in English Translation
An Entree Into Ukraine’s Distant Past, More Recent History, and Present Historiography
(ROUNDTABLE)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 2 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk

SPEAKERS
Frank Sysyn
(U of Alberta, Canada)
f.sysyn@utoronto.ca
Presenting the History of Ukraine-Rus’ to the International Academy

Thomas Prymak
(U of Toronto, Canada)
thomasprymak123@gmail.com
Between Politics and History: Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s Multifaceted Activities

Yaroslav Hrytsak
(Ukrainian Catholic U)
yaroslav.hrytsak@gmail.com
Hrushevsky’s History of Ukraine-Rus’ and the Development of Historiography in Independent Ukraine

Zenon Kohut
(U of Alberta, Canada)
zenon.kohut@ualberta.ca
Reflections on the Significance of the Panel
PANEL BE3
Belarus After August 2020
Hybrid Wars, Gender, and the Future
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CHAIR
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
sofie.bedford@ires.uu.se

PAPERS
Alesia Rudnik
(Karlstad U, Sweden)
alesia.rudnik@kau.se
“TikTok-Famous” Political Protests: Telegram and TikTok as New Protest Mobilization Platforms

Katsiaryna Lozka
(Ghent Institute for International and European Studies, Belgium)
katsiaryna.lozka@ugent.be
How the Border Fence Appeared: Conceptualizing Escalation in EU-Belarus Relations

David R. Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
dmarples@ualberta.ca
Good Neighbors and Bad Friends: Belarus and Russia After August 2020

Veranika Laputska
(Institute of Philosophy and Sociology PAS, Poland)
veronica.laputska@gmail.com
The Womanly Face of the Belarusian “Evalution”

DISCUSSANT
Nelly Bekus
(U of Exeter, UK)
bekusn@gmail.com
PANEL BK5
EU Accession of the Western Balkans
Domestic Processes and External Actors

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 3 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Soeren Keil
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)
soeren.keil@unifr.ch

PAPERS
Jelena Dzankic
(European U Institute, Italy)
jelena.dzankic@eui.eu
Explaining Integration Stalemate: A New Approach

John Hulsey
(James Madison U, US)
hulseyjw@jmu.edu
Transatlantic Political Change and Intervention in the Western Balkans

Simonida Kacarska
(European Policy Institute, Republic of Macedonia)
simonida.kacarska@epi.org.mk
Reinforcing or Conflicting? Conditionality and Political Socialization in the EU Accession Process in the Republic of North Macedonia

DISCUSSANT
Milica Uvalic
(U of Perugia, Italy)
milica.uvalic@unipg.it
PANEL BK6
Filtering Memories in Post-Yugoslav Space
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CHAIR
Ljiljana Radonić
(Institute of Culture Studies and Theatre History, Austria)
ljiljana.radonic@oeaw.ac.at

PAPERS
Nikolina Židek
(IE U Madrid, Spain)
nizidek@gmail.com
Fitting Like a Glove: The (A)bluse of the European Memory Framework in Contemporary Croatia’s Memory Politics

Dženeta Karabegović
(U of Salzburg, Austria)
dzeneta.karabegovic@plus.ac.at
Diaspora and Homeland Narratives Meeting Through Art: Lessons from the Što te nema Project

Mišo Kapetanović
(U of St. Gallen, Switzerland)
kapetanovicmiso@gmail.com
The Korčanica Memorial Zone: Life and Politics Around a Socialist Modernist Monument

Ana Ljubojević
(U of Graz, Austria)
ana.ljubojevic@uni-graz.at
Visual Media Representations of Vukovar Remembrance Day

DISCUSSANT
Jelena Đureinović
(U of Vienna, Austria)
dureinovicjelena@gmail.com
PANEL CE21
The Holocaust Dynamics and Memory

CHAIR
Irina Nastasă-Matei
(New Europe College Center for Advanced Study, Romania)
irina.matei@fspub.unibuc.ro

PAPERS
Adrian Cioflâncă
(Wilhelm Filderman Center for Study of Jewish History, Romania)
adriancioflanca@gmail.com
Photography as Proof: The Struggle for Collecting Images of the Holocaust in Romania

Orit Miller-Katav
(Ariel U, Israel)
oritm7@bezeqint.net
The Transfer Program, Jewish Organizations in Germany and the Jewish Community in Eretz Israel: Cooperation in the Shadow of the Reich

Victoria Khiterer
(Millersville U, US)
victoria.khiterer@millersville.edu
Is Seeing Believing? Babyn Yar Massacre and Its Commemoration in Reports of American Correspondents

Raisa Ostapenko
(Sorbonne U, France)
Raisa.s.Ostapenko@gmail.com
A Hand of Gratitude: Reciprocated Rescue Work During the Holocaust in Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Katalin F. Rac
(U of Florida, US)
katalin.rac@ufl.edu
PANEL EU13
Nation-Building in China
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CHAIR
Allison L Quatrini
(Eckerd College, US)
quatrial@eckerd.edu

PAPERS
Michael Masterson
(Dartmouth College, US)
michael.masterson@dartmouth.edu
Putting Your Money Where Your Mouth Is: Do Expressions of Nationalist Sentiments Signal Loyalty or Genuine Nationalist Feelings?

Bin Zhou
(U of Auckland, New Zealand)
bzho590@aucklanduni.ac.nz
No Idols Come Before the Nation: Chinese K-Pop Fans’ Nationalist Sentiment on Social Media

Luyang Zhou
(Zhejiang U, China)
luyang.zhou@mail.mcgill.ca
China’s Learning From the Breakup of the Soviet Union: The 1990s’ Discussion on the Social Source of Nationalism

DISCUSSANT
David Tobin
(U of Sheffield, UK)
d.tobin@sheffield.ac.uk
PANEL EU15
Contention in Kazakhstan

CHAIR
Milana Nikolko
(Carleton U, Canada)
mnikolko@gmail.com

PAPERS
Colleen Wood
(Columbia U, US)
c.wood@columbia.edu
Within-System Engagement in Kazakhstan

Nari Shelekpayev
(European U at St Petersburg, Russia)
nshelekpaev@eu.spb.ru
The Man Who Struck the Judge With a Fly Swatter:
Justice and Performance in Contemporary Kazakhstan

DISCUSSANT
Akbota Karibayeva
(George Washington U, US)
akaribayeva@gwu.edu
PANEL K3
Varieties of Violence and Radicalization in the Caucasus
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CHAIR
Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
drrarnold22@outlook.com

PAPERS
Jane Kitaevich
(U of Michigan, US)
evgenia@umich.edu
Citizens and Soldiers:
Taking Politics from the Battlefield to the Streets in Armenia
*co-authored with Camryn Reitzel (U of Michigan)

Ariel Otruba
(Moravian U, US)
arielotruba@gmail.com
IDPs, Infrastructural Violence, and Ecologies of Care
in Georgia’s Decaying Soviet Sanatoria

Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jratelle@uottawa.ca
Chechen Battalions in Russia’s War in Ukraine

Anastasia Shesterinina
(U of Sheffield, UK)
a.shesterinina@sheffield.ac.uk
Between Victory and De Facto Statehood:
Armed Violence in Post-War Abkhazia

DISCUSSANT
Margarita Tadevosyan
(George Mason U, US)
mtadevos@gmu.edu
PANEL M9
Integration and Othering

CHAIR
Cynthia Buckley
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
buckleyc@illinois.edu

PAPERS
Anna Vozna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
avozn026@uottawa.ca
How Do Immigrants From the Post-Soviet Countries Interact With the Race and Indigeneity Discourses in Canada?

Rida Abu Rass
(Queen’s U, Canada)
rida.aburass@queensu.ca
Contaminating National Identity Through Intercultural Intimacy: (Im)purity and the Pandemic

Caterina Di Fazio
(NYU, US)
cdf327@nyu.edu
Reshaping Realities: Reshaping Migration Perceptions towards Evidence-Based Narratives for Sustainable Human Mobility

Mariann Dömös
(U of Pécs, Hungary)
domos.mariann@gmail.com
Opportunities and Problems of the Italian Integration Policy: The Role of the Civil Society

DISCUSSANT
Daniel Naujoks
(Columbia U, US)
daniel.naujoks@columbia.edu
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PANEL N1
Book Panel on Philip Gorski
and Samuel Perry’s
The Flag and The Cross: White Christian
Nationalism and the Threat to
American Democracy
(Oxford, 2022)

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 3 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Cédric Jourde
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
cjourde@uottawa.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Jason Stanley
(Yale U, US)
jason.stanley@yale.edu

Anthea Butler
(UPenn, US)
antheadbutler@gmail.com

Bart Bonikowski
(NYU, US)
bonikowski@nyu.edu

Philip Gorski
(Yale U, US)
philip.gorski@yale.edu

Samuel Perry
(U of Oklahoma, US)
samperry2011@gmail.com
PANEL N3

Collective Memory, Founding Myths, and Nationalism

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 3 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR

Anastasia Llewellyn
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
anastasia.llewellyn@uottawa.ca

PAPERS

Qingming Huang
(U of Florida, US)
galiqm@ufl.edu
North Korea and South Korea: Monopolizing Nationalism in a Divided Peninsula

Eun A Jo
(Cornell U, US)
Ej253@cornell.edu
Pasts that Bind: Memory, Institutions, and the Domestic Politics of South Korean-Japanese Reconciliation

Maria Jose Hierro
(Yale U, USA)
mariajose.hierro@yale.edu
Old Issues and the Shaping of National Identities in Greece, Portugal and Spain
*co-authored with Jorge M. Fernandes (U of Lisbon, Portugal), José Pedro Monteiro (U of Coimbra, Portugal), and Ioannis N. Grigoriadis (Bilkent U, Turkey)

Georgios Kritikos
(Harokopio U, Greece)
kritigeo@hotmail.com
Uses and Abuses of Ancient Greece Before and During the Second World War (1936-1941)

DISCUSSANT

Zeynep Bulutgil
(UCL, UK)
z.bulutgil@ucl.ac.uk
PANEL R2
Russia’s Ethnic Minorities
Diversity and Solidarity

CHAIR
Zuzanna Brunarska
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
zuzanna.brunarska@uw.edu.pl

PAPERS
Colin Johnson
(Idaho State U, US)
colinjohnson@isu.edu
Subnational Solidarity and Social Development in Russia
*co-authored with Kyle Estes (Occidental College, US)

Leila Wilmers
(Cornell U, US)
lw738@cornell.edu
Russia’s Ethnic Diversity in Vernacular Discourse:
Insights From a Multi-Ethnic City

DISCUSSANT
Katie Stewart
(Knox College, US)
klstewart@knox.edu
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PANEL R19
Framing Russophone Studies
Politics, Cultural Institutions and Literature

CHAIR
Alexandra Wishart
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
wishart.alexandra@gmail.com

PAPERS
Marco Puleri
(U of Bologna, Italy)
marco.puleri2@unibo.it
Disentangling Russianness in Ukraine
Through the Lenses of the Cultural Debate

Marharyta Fabrykant
(Belarusian State U, Minsk)
marharyta.fabrykant@gmail.com
What Institutions are Viewed as “More Russian”?
national Pride and Social Trust in Russia in Cross-National Comparative Perspective

Alina Jašina-Schäfer
(Institute for the History of Germans in Eastern Europe, Germany)
alina.jasinaschaefer@bkge.uni-oldenburg.de
Defining Russianness in Estonia:
The Role of Cultural Institutions

DISCUSSANT
Ammon Cheskin
(U of Glasgow, UK)
ammon.cheskin@glasgow.ac.uk
PANEL TK3
The Reach of the State and Its Limits in the Kurdish Region

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 3 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Alexandra Novitskaya
(Stony Brook U, US)
alexandra.novitskaya@stonybrook.edu

PAPERS
Zehra Ayman
(Boğaziçi U, Turkey)
zehra.ayman@gmail.com
Nationalist and Civilizing Discourses of People’s Houses in Eastern/Kurdish Provinces in Early Republican Era in Turkey (1932-1951)

Ruşen Bingül
(Emory U, US)
rusen.bingul@emory.edu
Conflict Resolution and Mediation in the Margins: Heqî as an “Informal” Court in Mardin, Southeast Turkey

Yeter Tan
(Binghamton U, US)
ytan40@binghamton.edu
Informal Justice Mechanism: A Case of Dispute Resolution Process in Istanbul

Ali Murat Ozkaratas
(Independent Scholar, US)
muratozkaratas1@gmail.com
Socio-Economic and Spatial Differentiation in North Kurdistan (Turkey): Gated Communities of Kayapinar

DISCUSSANT
Ceren Belge
(Concordia U, Canada)
ceren.belge@concordia.ca
PANEL U21
The Russian Attack of Ukraine — Two Months Later
A Special Webinar

WEDNESDAY MAY 4 // Session 3 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

MODERATOR
Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca

PRESENTATIONS
Keith Darden
(American U, US)
ktdarden@american.edu

Tanya Lokot
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
tanya.lokot@dcu.ie

Samuel Greene
(King’s College, UK)
samuel.greene@kcl.ac.uk

Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@gwu.edu

Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca
PANEL BK8
The 1990s Wars in Former Yugoslavia

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Jelena Đureinović
(U of Vienna, Austria)
dureinovicjelena@gmail.com

PAPERS
Alex Cruikshanks
(U of East Anglia, UK)
a.cruikshanks@uea.ac.uk
A Man of Ambiguity: Cyrus Vance in the Yugoslav Wars, 1991-93

Jasmina Gavrankapetanović-Redžić
(U of Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina)
gavrankapetan@gmail.com
“Raja i papci”: Visual Representations of Bosnia’s Fragmentation in the 1990s

Ivor Sokolić
(U of Hertfordshire, UK)
i.sokolic@herts.ac.uk
Bias in Domestic Criminal justice?
Judging War Crimes Without Accounting for War
*co-authored with Denisa Kostovicova (LSE), Lanabi La Lova (LSE), and Sanja Vico (LSE)

DISCUSSANT
Christian Axboe Nielsen
(Aarhus U, Denmark)
christian.a.nielsen@cas.au.dk
PANEL BK22
World War I, Nationalism and the Balkans

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Marharyta Fabrykant
(Belarusian State U, Minsk)
marharyta.fabrykant@gmail.com

PAPERS
Evguenia Davidova
(Portland State U, US)
evquenia@pdx.edu
Between Battle and Home Fronts: Patriotic Nursing in Bulgaria and Serbia
During the Long WWI (1912-1918) and Its Aftermath

Eleonora Naxidou
(Democritus U of Thrace, Greece)
enaxidou@he.duth.gr
Bulgaria and the Great War in the Eyes of a Protagonist:
Vasil Radoslavov and His Memoirs

Dobrinka Parusheva
(U of Plovdiv Paisii Hilendarski, Bulgaria)
dobrinka.parusheva@gmail.com
“Light” on War: Visual Representation of WWI

Oliver Schulz
(U Clermont Auvergne, France)
oliver.schulz92@yahoo.fr
The Bulgarian Orthodox Church and Nationalism During World War I:
A Case-Study From Dobruja

DISCUSSANT
Raymond Detrez
(Ghent U, Belgium)
raymond.detrez@ugent.be
PANEL CE5
Responses to Migration in Central Europe

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Julija Sardelić
(Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
julija.sardelic@vuw.ac.nz

PAPERS
Jan Kovář
(Institute of International Relations Prague, Czechia)
kovar@iir.cz
How Political Parties Framed Immigration During the European Migrant/Refugee Crisis: Evidence From the Individual Level in Central Europe

Maija Grizane
(Daugavpils U, Latvia)
maiija.grizane@gmail.com
Searching for New Identities: Belarusian Migrants on Latvian-Belarusian Borderland in 1920s-1970s
*co-authored with Irena Saleniece (Daugavpils U, Latvia)

Gabriel Iulian Lataianu
(CUNY Queensborough Community College, US)
glataianu@qcc.cuny.edu
Destination Romania: Romanian’s Attitudes towards Recent Refugees and Economic Immigrants
*co-authored with Bruno Stefan (Politehnica U of Bucharest, Romania)

Slawomir Lodzinski
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
s.lodzinski@uw.edu.pl
Concept of Polishness and Ambivalence Towards Immigration: Evolution of the Criteria for Recognizing a Foreigner as a Pole in the Period 1988-2018
*co-authored with Ewa Nowicka (U of Warsaw)

DISCUSSANT
Alena Alamgir
(Georgia Tech, US)
akalamgir@gmail.com
PANEL CE13
Memory and Identity in (Post-)Communist Romania

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Anastasia Llewellyn
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
anastasia.llewellyn@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Delia Popescu
(Le Moyne College, US)
popescd@lemoyne.edu
Wandering Women: Gender, Identity, and Ethnic Construction in Romanian Secret Police Files

Mihaela Czobor-Lupp
(Carleton College, US)
mlupp@carleton.edu
Memory and Identity in Noman Manea’s The Hooligan’s Return

Mihaela Serban
(Ramapo College of New Jersey, US)
mserban@ramapo.edu
Property Rights, Identity and Memory in Romania

DISCUSSANT
Monica Ciobanu
(SUNY Plattsburgh, US)
monica.ciobanu@plattsburgh.edu
PANEL EU12
Culture and Religion in Eurasia

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Brent Hierman
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
hiermanbd@vmi.edu

PAPERS
Nandini Bhattacharya
(Calcutta Girls’ College, India)
nandini70@gmail.com
Inculcating “Vatandori” or National Belongingness in Post-Soviet Tajikistan: Image of Nationhood in the School Texts for the Citizen Body in the Making

David Nolle
(National Coalition of Independent Scholars, US)
dbnolle@frontiernet.net
Islam and Ethnic Tolerance in Central Asia: Assessing the Role of Muslim Religiosity in Kyrgyz Acceptance of Uzbeks and Russians Living in Kyrgyzstan

DISCUSSANT
Hélène Thibault
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
helene.thibault@nu.edu.kz
PANEL K1
Georgia – and The De Facto States – Between Moscow and Brussels
Identity and Politics
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CHAIR
Helge Blakkisrud
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
hb@nupi.no

PAPERS
Julie Wilhelmsen
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
jw@nupi.no
Identification and Physical Disconnect in Russian Foreign Policy:
Georgia as a Western Proxy Once Again?

Levan Kakhishvili
(U of Bamberg, Germany)
kakhishvili@gip.ge
Measuring Incremental Changes in the Foreign Policy of Small States:
A Case Study of Georgia

Christofer Berglund
(Malmö U, Sweden)
christofer.berglund@mau.se
Sons of the Soil or Servants of the Empire?
Profiling the Defenders of De Facto Statehood in Abkhazia and South Ossetia
*co-authored with Ketevan Bolkvadze (Lund U, Sweden)

Tornike Zurabashvili
(Tbilisi State U, Georgia)
tzurabashvili@gmail.com
Small Nation in a Big World:
Geopolitical Visions in President Mikheil Saakashvili’s Rhetoric

DISCUSSANT
Gerard Toal
(Virginia Tech, US)
toalg@vt.edu

BACK TO SUMMARY
PANEL N17
Nativism, Populism, and Minority Exclusion

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Maya Breau
(U of Birmingham, UK)
MXB1204@student.bham.ac.uk

PAPERS
Simona Guglielmi
(U of Milan, Italy)
simona.guglielmi@unimi.it
“Co-Nationals, First!"- Unpacking the Link Between Nationalism and Native Favouritism in Europe: A Theoretical Model and Evidence Using Survey Data

Blendi Kajsiu
(U of Antioquia, Colombia)
blendi.kajsiu@udea.edu.co
Populist Vs. Conservative Nativist Anti-Politics: Latin America and Eastern Europe in a Comparative Perspective

DISCUSSANT
Bertrand de Franqueville
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
bertrand.defranqueville@uottawa.ca
PANEL R5
Constructing Diaspora Networks

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csergő
(Queen’s U, Canada)
csergo@queensu.ca

PAPERS
Svitlana Malykhina
(Boston U, US)
svitlana@bu.edu
Linguistic Diversity of Global Russian in Local Russian-Speaking Community

Alexander Osipov
(International Centre for Ethnic and Linguistic Diversity Studies, Czechia)
aosipov1@gmail.com
Imperial and Soviet Legacies in Eurasian Diaspora Policies

Lilija Sablina
(CEU, Hungary)
sablina_lilija@phd.ceu.edu
Mobilizing “Everyday”: The Role of Online Ethnic Networks in Minority Radicalization: The Case Study of the Russian-Speaking Internet Users in Germany

Esuna Dugarova
(United Nations)
dugarova.esuna@gmail.com
Buddhism, Power, and Identity: The Transnational Buryat Buddhist Living Tradition

DISCUSSANT
Lisa Koryushkina
(Williams College, US)
lisa.koriouchkina@gmail.com
PANEL R9
Russia’s Foreign Policy
Ideology, History, and Discourse
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CHAIR
Bénédicte Santoire
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
benedictesantoire@gmail.com

PAPERS
Andreas Umland
(Stockholm Center for Eastern European Studies, Sweden)
andreas.umland@ui.se
Mainstream Putinism?
*co-authored with Martin Kragh (Stockholm Center for Eastern European Studies)

Barbara Roggeveen
(U of Oxford, UK)
barbara.roggeveen@lincoln.ox.ac.uk
Temporal Identity Constructions in Russian Foreign Policy:
Narrating Eurasia’s Past, Present, and Future

Inga Miller
(U of Albany, US)
imiller@albany.edu
The 2021 Refugee Crisis on the Border of Belarus: A Historical Perspective
Regarding Russian Foreign Policy and Migration

DISCUSSANT
Robert O. Freedman
(Johns Hopkns U, US)
rofreedman@comcast.net
PANEL TH2
Heritage, Monument, and Memory in the Context of War
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CHAIR
Samantha Twietmeyer
(Queen’s U, Canada)
sam.twietmeyer@queensu.ca

PAPERS
Sofia Dyak
(Centre for Urban History, Ukraine)
s.dyak@lvivcenter.org
Heritage Infrastructure and Practice in Post-WWII Lviv

Neşe Gurallar
(Atılım U, Turkey)
nesegurallar@gmail.com
The War Memorial and the Soldiers’ Graveyard in Kars

Heather DeHaan
(SUNY Binghampton, US)
hdehaan@binghamton.edu
Remembering Baku:
Baku’s Commemorative Landscape and the Karabakh Wars

DISCUSSANT
Zayra Badillo Castro
(SOAS, UK)
zbadillo@soas.ac.uk
PANEL TK7
Religion and Nationalism in Comparative Perspective

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Yesim Bayar
(St. Lawrence U, US)
ybayar@stlawu.edu

PAPERS
Thomas Richard
(U Clermont-Auvergne, France)
thomthou@aol.com
The AKP, the Redefinition of the Nation and the Visual Memory of the First World War

Övgü Ülgen
(U de Montréal, Canada)
ovgu.ulgen@gmail.com
Jewish Memory, Nationalism and Majority-Minority Relations in Morocco and Turkey in the 1950s and 1970s

Ozum Yesiltas
(Texas A&M U-Commerce, US)
ozum.yesiltas@tamuc.edu
Constructing a Feminist Nation: The Politics of Sexuality and National Liberation in Kurdistan and Afghanistan

DISCUSSANT
Kristin Fabbe
(Harvard Business School, US)
kfabbe@hbs.edu
PANEL U8

Elite Response to Secessionist Conflict
Evidence From Ukraine

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu

PAPERS
Alina Nychyk
(U of Manchester, UK)
alina.nnychyk@manchester.ac.uk
Ukraine’s Interactions With the EU and Russia
During Donbas War in Spring-Summer 2014

Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu
Commitment Problems and the Failure of the Minsk Process:
The Second-Order Commitment Challenge

DISCUSSANT
Keith Darden
(American U, US)
ktdarden@american.edu
PANEL U11

Negotiating National Identities at Times of Conflict

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 4 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Zenon Wasyliw
(Ithaca College, US)
wasyliw@ithaca.edu

PAPERS

Anastasiya Byesyedina
(U of Sydney, Australia)
anastasiya.byesyedina@sydney.edu.au
Post-Revolutionary Flux: Ukrainian History in the Classroom

Nataliia Kasianenko
(CSU Fresno, US)
natkas@mail.fresnostate.edu
Being Ukrainian: Elite Discourse and Identity Construction in Post-Maidan Ukraine

Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
oxana.shevel@tufts.edu
“But THIS Is our Ukrainian church!” Contested Identity and Religious Belonging in Ukraine

Irina Mützelburg
(ZOIS, Germany)
irina.muettelburg@zois-berlin.de
Legislative Adoption and Translation of International Asylum Norms in Ukraine: The Parliament as an Actor of Subtle Resistance Against Norm Transfer

DISCUSSANT
Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk
PANEL BE2
Belarus
Society and Politics in Crisis

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Gwendolyn Sasse
(ZoiS, Germany)
gwendolyn.sasse@zois-berlin.de

PAPERS
Amelie Tolvin
(U of Toronto, Canada)
amelie.tolvin@mail.utoronto.ca
Why the 2020 Belarusian Protests Failed to Oust Lukashenka

Tanya Lokot
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
tanya.lokot@dcu.ie
Telegram in the Belarus Protests: Platforms as Political Actors in Authoritarian Contexts

Irina Petrova
(UCL, UK)
i.petrova@ucl.ac.uk
Power, People and the Political: Understanding the Many Crises in Belarus
*co-authored with Elena Korosteleva (Kent U, UK)

Olga Onuch
(U of Manchester, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk
Anti-Regime Action and Geopolitical Polarization: Understanding Protester Dispositions in Belarus

DISCUSSANT
David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
dmarples@ualberta.ca
PANEL BK13
The Politics of Europeanisation
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CHAIR
Ines Stasa
(Epoka U, Albania)
stasa17@epoka.edu.al

PAPERS
Gorana Grgić
(U of Sydney, Australia)
gorana.grgic@sydney.edu.au
How Concerned Are the EU and US, Really?
The Impact of Paradigm Shifts on the Western Balkans

Jeta Abazi Gashi
(U of Prishtina, Kosovo)
jeta.abazi@gmail.com
“Kosovo Young Europeans” Constructing Europe: Christian, Secular, or Anti-Muslim? Discourses of Young Societal Security (2011-2020)

Fynn-Morten Heckert
(U of Graz, Austria)
fynnmortenheckert@gmx.de
Stabilising Autocracy in the Name of Democratisation?
The Role of Western Powers in the Consolidation of Stabilitocracy in Montenegro and Its Challenge

DISCUSSANT
Zeynep Arkan
(Hacettepe U, Turkey)
zeynep.arkan@gmail.com
PANEL BK17
(Re)Constructing Memory, Identities and Borders in Post-Yugoslav States

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Ana Ljubojević
(U of Graz, Austria)
ana.ljubojevic@uni-graz.at

PAPERS
Ana Kršinić-Lozica
(U of Zagreb, Croatia)
aklozica@gmail.com
Memory as a Battlefield: Jasenovac in Post-Yugoslav Cinema

Mate Subašić
(U of Liverpool, UK)
mate.subasic@liverpool.ac.uk
Encounters at the Border:
Reminder of Inclusion and Symbol of Exclusion

Jelena Đureinović
(U of Vienna, Austria)
dureinovicjelena@gmail.com
Remembered and Forgotten: The Veterans of the 1990s Wars in Serbia
Between Memory Politics and Material Policies

Sven Milekić
(Maynooth U, Ireland)
sven.milekic.2019@mumail.ie
“In This Country, We Make the Decisions”:
Croatian 1990s Veterans Constructing, Preserving
and Negotiating the War Narrative

DISCUSSANT
Mila Dragojević
(The U of the South, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu
Panel CE10
Right-Wing Populism and Democracy in Poland and Hungary

Chair
Raisa Ostapenko
(Sorbonne U, France)
Raisa.s.Ostapenko@gmail.com

Papers
Bohdana Kurylo
(UCL, UK)
bohdana.kurylo.17@ucl.ac.uk
When the State Doesn’t Protect Me, My Sisters Will:
Feminist Contestation of the Right-Wing Populist Politics
of Security in Poland

Léa Xailly
(Europes-Eurasia Research Centre Inalco, France)
lea.xailly@inalco.fr
“Poland, Bulwark of Christianity”: Analysis of the Uses of Myth
to Serve Geopolitical Ambitions

Tsveta Petrova
(Columbia U, US)
tp2379@columbia.edu
Between Right-Wing Populism and Democracy:
A Survey Experiment in Poland and Hungary

Discussant
Jens Meijen
(KUL Leuven, Belgium)
jens.meijen@kuleuven.be
PANEL CE17
Social Aspects of Minority Life

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Mariia Shuvalova
(U of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
mareverborum@gmail.com

PAPERS
Ekaterine Pirtskhalava
(Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State U, Georgia)
ekaterine.pirtskhalava@tsu.ge
Identity Strategies of Georgian Migrants in Germany

Léo Henry
(EHESS, France)
leohenrym@icloud.com
Immersion in a Dominant National Habitus: How Does Nationality Contribute to the Reproduction of Social Classes at School in Estonia?

Zsuzsa Plainer
(The Romanian Institute for Research on National Minorities)
plainerzsuzsa@gmail.com
Social Inclusion in Theory and Practice: Educational Programmes (Reserved Places for Roma; Training Programs for School Mediators) and Experiences of Upward Mobility in the Case of Roma in Romania

Liliya Karimova
(Northern Virginia Community College – Annandale, US)
liliyakarimova@gmail.com
Carving out Third Space in Tatarstan, Russia: Alternative Education as a Path to Imagining Alternative Ways of Being Among Ethnic Tatars
*co-authored with Kamil Nasibullov (Kazan Federal U, Russia)

DISCUSSANT
Nadia Kaneva
(U of Denver, US)
nkaneva@du.edu
Panel EU9
Genocide in Xinjiang
(ROUNDTABLE)

Chair
Allison L Quatrini
(Eckerd College, US)
quatrial@eckerd.edu

Speakers
Darren Byler
(Simon Fraser U, Canada)
dtbyler@gmail.com
Super-Panoptic’ Crimes Against Humanity:
Data Analytics as Technologies of Social Elimination in Northwest China

Guldana Salimjan
(Simon Fraser U, Canada)
salimjan_guldana@sfu.ca
Mapping Loss, Remembering Ancestors:
Genealogical Narratives of Kazakhs in China

Jo Smith Finley
(Newcastle U, UK)
j.smithfinley@newcastle.ac.uk
Tabula rasa: Han Settler Colonialism
and Frontier Genocide in “Re-educated” Xinjiang

David Tobin
(U of Sheffield, UK)
d.tobin@sheffield.ac.uk
Silence and Social Death
in the Uyghur Diaspora
PANEL K5

Return of Ideology?
Waves of Social Movements and Activism in Azerbaijan

CHAIR
Ryhor Nizhnikau
(Finnish Institute of International Affairs)
gregory.nizhnikau@gmail.com

PAPERS
Khayyam Namazov
(Humboldt U, Germany)
chayyamm@gmail.com
Pro-Democracy Youth Movements in Azerbaijan
Through Discursive Transformations

Laura Luciani
(Ghent U, Belgium)
laura.luciani@ugent.be
How to Make Yourself In/Visible in a “Shrinking Space”: Human Rights Activists and the EU in Azerbaijan

Najmin Kamilsoy
(Charles U, Czechia)
knecmin@gmail.com
Unintended Transformation?
Civil Society After Crackdown in Azerbaijan

Bahrut Samadov
(Charles U, Czechia)
bahruz.samadov@fsv.cuni.cz
From Heydar Aliyev’s Bonapartism to Ilham Aliyev’s Authoritarian Governmentality: Ideology, Hegemony and Punishment in Azerbaijan

DISCUSSANT
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
sofie.bedford@ires.uu.se

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET
PANEL N6
Book Panel on Karlo Basta's
The Symbolic State: Minority Accommodation, Majority Backlash, and Secession in Multinational Countries
(McGill-Queen's, 2021)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jratelle@uottawa.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
eg599@columbia.edu

Allison McCullough
(Brandon U, Canada)
mccullocha@brandonu.ca

Ryan Griffiths
(Syracuse U, US)
rgriff01@syr.edu

Karlo Basta
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
Karlo.Basta@ed.ac.uk
PANEL N16
National Minorities
and the Far Right in Europe

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Agathe Dudzinski
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
agathe.manikowski@gmail.com

PAPERS
Andreea Cârstocea
(European Centre for Minority Issues, Germany)
carstocea@ecmi.de
Socio-Economic Rights of National Minorities in Europe:
Conceptions of Equality and Participation in the Monitoring of the
Council of Europe Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities

Janos Fiala-Butora
(Legal Studies Institute, Hungary)
janos.fiala@gmail.com
Minority Rights in the 21st Century:
An Illiberal Turn in the Council of Europe?

Dragana Svraka
(U of Florida, US)
dsvraka@apsanet.org
Ethnic Party Success:
Why Some Minorities Form Ethnic Parties and Others Do Not?

Peter Dan
(Long Island U, US)
peterdan13@hotmail.com
The Consequences of Populism:
The Inevitable Resurgence of Antisemitism

DISCUSSANT
Ana Bracic
(Michigan State U, US)
bracic@msu.edu
PANEL R7
Blasphemy, History and Other Prospects for Conflict and Solidarity in Russia and Ukraine
(ROUNDTABLE)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
drrarnold22@outlook.com

SPEAKERS
Catherine Wanner
(Penn State U, US)
cew10@psu.edu
Forgiveness and the Unforgivable:
Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Interpreting History

Tetiana Kalenychenko
(National Pedagogical Drahomanov U, Ukraine)
soc.injener@gmail.com
The Religious Factor in Conflict and Peacebuilding in Ukraine

Alexander Panchenko
(European U at St. Petersburg, Russia)
apanchenko2008@gmail.com
Blasphemy, Desecration, Offence: Religious Affectivity and Ritual Agency

Sergei Shtryrkov
(European U at St. Petersburg, Russia)
shtyr@eu.spb.ru
Archaeologists and the Ghosts of Unforgotten Ancestors:
Feeling Insulted as Being (Religiously) Ossetian in North Ossetia
PANEL R10

Book Panel on Margarita M. Balmaceda’s
Russian Energy Chains: The Remaking of Technopolitics from Siberia to Ukraine to the European Union
(Columbia Press, 2021)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Natalie Koch
(Syracuse U, US)
nkoch@syr.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Olena Lennon
(U of New Hampshire, US)
olennon@newhaven.edu

Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
prutland@wesleyan.edu

Natasha Udensiva
(Columbia U, US)
u2122@columbia.edu

Emily Channell-Justice
(Harvard U, US)
echannelljustice@fas.harvard.edu

Margarita M. Balmaceda
(Seton Hall U, US)
balmaced@fas.harvard.edu
PANEL TH1

The Covid Effect on Nationalism and Migration

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Daniel Naujoks
(Columbia U, US)
daniel.naujoks@columbia.edu

PAPERS
George Kyris
(U of Birmingham, UK)
g.kyris@bham.ac.uk
Statehood Conflict and the Management of the COVID19 Pandemic
*co-authored with Mark Davidson (U of Birmingham)

Dimitra Mareta
(Global Institute for Research, Education and Scholarship, The Netherlands)
dimitra.mareta@gmail.com
Christian Nationalism and Anti-Vax Attitude in Greece

Andrei Korobkov
(Middle Tennessee State U, US)
andrei.korobkov@mtsu.edu
The COVID-19 Pandemic Impact on International Migration: A Comparative Perspective
*co-authored with Dmitry Poletaev (Institute of Economic Forecasting, Russian Academy of Sciences)

Joan Barceló
(NYU Abu Dhabi, UAE)
joan.barcelo@nyu.edu
The Nation of Vaccine Development Influences Vaccine Acceptance
*co-authored with Greg Sheen (National Cheng Kung U, Taiwan), Hans Tung (National Taiwan U), Wen-Chin Wu (Academia Sinica, Taiwan)

DISCUSSANT
Cynthia Buckley
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
buckleyc@illinois.edu
PANEL TK2

Book Panel on Gülay Türkmen’s
Under the Banner of Islam: Turks, Kurds, and the Limits of Religious Unity
(Oxford, 2021)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Ceren Belge
(Concordia U, Canada)
ceren.belge@concordia.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Mehmet Gürses
(Florida Atlantic U, US)
gurses@fau.edu.tr

Burcu Özçelik
(U of Cambridge, UK)
bo244@cam.ac.uk

Güneş Murat Tezcür
(U of Central Florida, US)
tezcur@ucf.edu

Gülay Türkmen
(WZB Berlin Social Science Center, Germany)
gulayt@gmail.com
PANEL U14
A Conversation with John-Paul Himka on his new book
Ukrainian Nationalists and the Holocaust: OUN and UPA’s Participation in the Destruction of Ukrainian Jewry, 1941-1944
(Ibidem-Verlag, 2021)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

GUEST SPEAKER
John-Paul Himka
(U of Alberta, Canada)
jhimka@ualberta.ca

MODERATOR
Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca
PANEL U16
Negotiating Belonging in Contemporary Ukraine

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 5 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
oxana.shevel@tufts.edu

PAPERS
Marnie Howlett
(U of Oxford, UK)
m.howlett@lse.ac.uk
Moving Beyond the Borders: Ukrainian Youth’s Pre-War Cartographical Understandings of Nationalism

Mariia Shynkarenko
(The New School, US)
shynm067@newschool.edu
In Search of Identity: How the Crimean Tatars Became Indigenous Peoples of Crimea

Oleksandra Tarkhanova
(U of St. Gallen, Switzerland)
oleksandra.tarkhanova@unisg.ch
Shades of Protracted Displacement: Reconciling Citizenship and the Status of Internally Displaced in Eastern Ukraine

DISCUSSANT
Anna Vozna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
avozn026@uottawa.ca
PANEL BK9
Transitions, Reforms and Democratisation of States and Societies

CHAIR
Tamara Pavasović Trošt
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
tamara.trost@ef.uni-lj.si

PAPERS
Ines Stasa
(Epoka U, Albania)
Istasa17@epoka.edu.al
Transitional Justice in Post-Communist Countries: The Case Study of Albania

Mila Dragojević
(The U of the South, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu
Challenging the Authoritarian Rule From Within in the Case of the Croatian Spring

Keith Doubt
(Wittenberg U, US)
kdoubt@gmail.com
Kumstvo and Its Betrayal: Belgrade Politics

Kevin Michael Gatter
(U of California, Los Angeles, US)
kgatter@ucla.edu
Choosing Secession: Evidence From the Balkans

DISCUSSANT
Michael Rossi
(Long Island U, US)
michael.rossi@liu.edu

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET
PANEL BK16
Minority Politics, Protection and Rights

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Johanna Paul
(Bielefeld U, Germany)
johanna.paul@uni-bielefeld.de

PAPERS
Ljubica Djordjević
(European Centre for Minority Issues, Germany)
djordjevic@ecmi.de
Implementation of the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities in Serbia: The Impact of the Advisory Committee Monitoring

Aron Lephaft
(U of Pécs, Hungary)
lephafta@gmail.com

Karolina Lendák-Kabók
(U of Novi Sad, Serbia)
karolina.lendak@uns.ac.rs
Choice of Language of Instruction for Intermarriage-Born Children in Vojvodina

Mehmet Yasin Bozkuş
(Koç U, Turkey)
yasinbzks@gmail.com
The Multi-Religious Nation-States: The Comparative Cases of Albania and Egypt

DISCUSSANT
Krisztina Racz
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
krracz@gmail.com
PANEL CE2
Nationbuilding and Minorities in the Shadow of Soviet Legacies

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Anna Kyriazi
(U of Milan, Italy)
anna.kyriazi@unimi.it

PAPERS
Juris Pupcenoks
(Marist College, US)
juris.pupcenoks@marist.edu
Microfoundations of Threat and Security Perceptions in Ethnically Diverse States: Lessons From Russia’s “Near Abroad”
*co-authored with Toms Rostoks (U of Latvia) and Inta Mierina (U of Latvia)

Zsuzsa Csergo
(Queen’s U, Canada)
csergo@queensu.ca
How Securitization Impacts Democratic Minority Agency: Hungarians and Russian-Speakers in Central and Eastern Europe
*co-authored with Kristina Kallas (U of Tartu, Estonia) and Tamás Kiss
(Romanian Institute for Research on Minorities)

Dan Dungaciu
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
dan.dungaciu2012@gmail.com
“We are Transnistrians!” Post-Soviet Identity and “Nation Building” in Transnistria

Stefan Morar
(U de Montréal, Canada)
stefan.morar@umontreal.ca
Transnistria: The Policy and the Practice of Nation-Building

DISCUSSANT
Svetluša Surova
(Bratislava Policy Institute, Slovakia)
surova@bpi.sk
PANEL CE3
Roma and Socio-Political Marginalization

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Szabolcs Pogonyi
(CEU, Hungary)
pogonyi@ceu.hu

PAPERS
Julia Szalai
(CEU, Hungary)
szialj@ceu.edu
Informality and Personified Forms of Political Participation in Poor Roma Communities

Patrick Ciaschi
(New School U, US)
ciasp191@newschool.edu
The Other Side of the Anti-Soros Bill: The Rise of Religious Civil Organizations and the Politics of “Presence” in Roma Inhabited Neighborhoods in Hungary

Mara Marginean
(Babeș-Bolyai U, Romania)
maramarginean@yahoo.com
Pollution, Peripheral Housing, and Social Marginalization: A Sketch of the Socio-Economic Practices of Romanian Roma in the 1970s

DISCUSSANT
Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
peter.vermeersch@kuleuven.be
PANEL CE6
Book Panel on Bálint Magyar and Bálint Madlovic’s
The Anatomy of Post-Communist Regimes: A Conceptual Framework
(CEU, 2020)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
TBA

PARTICIPANTS
Masha Gessen
(The New Yorker, US)
mgessen@bard.edu

Eric Chenoweth
(Institute for Democracy in Eastern Europe, US)
eric@idee.org

Akos Rona-Tas
(UC San Diego, US)
aronatas@ucsd.edu

Bálint Madlovics
(CEU, Hungary)
madlovba3@gmail.com

Bálint Magyar
(CEU, Hungary)
magyarbalint52@gmail.com

**CHAIR**
Katarzyna Golik  
(Institute of Political Studies PAS, Poland)  
katarzyna.golik@isppan.waw.pl

**PARTICIPANTS**
Guangtian Ha  
(Haverford College, US)  
gha@haverford.edu

Susan McCarthy  
(Providence College, US)  
smccarth@providence.edu

Jesko Schmoller  
(Humboldt U of Berlin, Germany)  
jeskoschmoller@gmail.com

Hannah Theaker  
(U of Plymouth, UK)  
hannah.theaker@plymouth.ac.uk

David R Stroup  
(U of Manchester, UK)  
david.stroup@manchester.ac.uk

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET
PANEL K2
Constructing and Preserving Collective Memory

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Joyce Apsel
(NYU, US)
jaa5@nyu.edu

PAPERS
Tamar Karaia
(Tbilisi State U, Georgia)
tamar.karaia@tsu.ge
How to Unarchive Soviet Archives in Contemporary Georgia

Malkhaz Tormia
(Ilia State U, Georgia)
malkhaztoria@gmail.com
Imagining the Territorial Integrity of Georgia: Nationalization of the Medieval Past and Cultural Memory of Fateful Events

Marat R Akopian
(Shepherd U, US)
makopian@shepherd.edu
Woodrow Wilson and Ideas of Self-Determination, 1914-1918

DISCUSSANT
Rauf Garagozov
(ADA U, Azerbaijan)
rgaragozov@ada.edu.az
PANEL M1
Refugee Journeys, Policies, and Laws

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Lisa Koryushkina
(Williams College, US)
lisa.koriouchkina@gmail.com

PAPERS
Souhila Belabbas
(U of Southampton, UK)
s.belabbas@soton.ac.uk
Refugee Journeys—Information, Networks, Resources and Chance

Marilena Anastasopoulou
(U of Oxford, UK)
marilena.anastasopoulou@history.ox.ac.uk
Coming to Terms With Forced Migration: From Refugees to Guardians of the Borders

Isabella Trombetta
(Boston U, US)
isabellatrombetta@gmail.com
Borders as Boats: Search and Rescue Vs. Migrant Interdiction in the Central Mediterranean Route

Catherine L Crooke
(UCLA, US)
crcrooke@g.ucla.edu
Frustration and Fidelity: How Progressive Lawyers Navigate Procedural Formalism in the Direct Representation of Asylum Seekers

DISCUSSANT
Erin Jenne
(Central European U, Austria)
jennee@ceu.edu
PANEL N11
The Future of Power-Sharing
(ROUNDTABLE)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Soeren Keil
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)
keil.soeren@gmail.com

SPEAKERS
Allison McCullough
(Brandon U, Canada)
mccullocha@brandonu.ca
Power-Sharing Discourses in Europe and the Global South

Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at
Power-Sharing and Its Challenges

Caroline Hartzell
(Gettysburg College, US)
chartzel@gettysburg.edu
The Relevance of Power-Sharing in Contemporary Conflict Resolution

Joanne McEvoy
(U of Aberdeen, UK)
mcevoy@abdn.ac.uk
Power-Sharing Opportunities and Limits in the 21st Century
PANEL N23
Book Panel on Mark R. Beissinger’s
The Revolutionary City: Urbanization and
the Global Transformation of Rebellion
(Princeton, 2022)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Dominique Arel
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
darel@uottawa.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Gwendolyn Sasse
(ZOiS, Germany)
gwendolyn.sasse@zois-berlin.de

Volodymyr Ishchenko
(Frei U Berlin, Germany)
volodymyr.ishchenko@fu-berlin.de

Lucan Way
(U of Toronto, Canada)
lucan.way@utoronto.ca

Mark Beissinger
(Princeton U, US)
mbeiissin@princeton.edu
PANEL R20
Special Panel on Yelena Biberman’s
How to Kill a Superpower: Lessons from the USSR
(Harvard Davis Center, 2021)
[FIVE-PART PODCAST]

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Paul Goode
(Carleton U, Canada)
paul.goode@carleton.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Zachary Troyanovsky
(Skidmore College, US)
ztroyano@skidmore.edu

Şener Aktürk
(Koç U, Turkey)
sakturk@ku.edu.tr

Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
gorenbur@fas.harvard.edu

Julie A. George
(Queens College CUNY, US)
jlue.george@qc.cuny.edu

Tatsiana Kulakevich
(U of South Florida, US)
tkulakevich@usf.edu

Alexander Cooley
(Barnard College, US)
ac210@columbia.edu

Yelena Biberman
(Skidmore College, US)
ybiberma@skidmore.edu
PANEL R23
Book Panel on Regina Smyth’s
Elections, Protest, and Authoritarian Regime Stability: Russia 2008-2020
(Cambridge, 2020)

CHAIR
Tim Frye
(Columbia U, US)
tmf2@columbia.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Tomila Lankina
(LSE, UK)
t.lankina@lse.ac.uk

Hannah Chapman
(Miami U-Ohio, US)
chapmah@miamioh.edu

John Reuter
(U Wisconsin-Milwaukee, US)
reutero@uwm.edu

Regina Smyth
(Indiana U, US)
rsmith@indiana.edu

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET
PANEL U6
Ukrainian Identities
Ethnolinguistic, National, and Local
(ROUND TABLE)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk

SPEAKERS
Volodymyr Kulyk
(Institute of Political and Ethnic Studies, Ukraine)
v_kulyk@hotmail.com
Categories of Belonging: The Meaning and Salience of Ethnonational and Ethnolinguistic Identifications in Ukraine

Angela Kachuyevski
(Arcadia U, US)
kachuyeva@arcadia.edu
Shifting Identity Borders in Ukraine: A Framework for Analysis

Natalia Kudriavtseva
(Kherson National Technical U, Ukraine)
natkudriavtseva@gmail.com
The Formation of Identities via Language Socialization: Teaching Ukrainian to Russian-Speakers in Ukraine

Timofii Brik
(Kyiv School of Economics, Ukraine)
tymofiisoc@gmail.com
Decentralization and New Local Identities in Ukraine
PANEL U7

Book Panel on Olesya Khromeychuk’s
A Loss: The Story of a Dead Soldier
Told by His Sister
(Ibidem, 2021)

THURSDAY MAY 5 // Session 6 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Raisa Ostapenko
(Sorbonne U, France)
Raisa.s.Ostapenko@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Vitaly Chernetsky
(U of Kansas, US)
vchernetsky@ku.edu

Olga Onuch
(U of Manchester, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk

Oleh Kotsyuba
(Harvard U, US)
kotsyuba@fas.harvard.edu

Olesya Khromeychuk
(King’s College London, UK)
olesya@olesyakhromeychuk.com
Autocracy in Belarus

CHAIR
Ryhor Nizhnikau
(Finnish Institute of International Affairs)
gregory.nizhnikau@gmail.com

PAPERS
Julia Sweet
(Rutgers U, US)
y356@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
Digital Activism Pushing the Boundaries of the Authoritarian State: Belarus

Elizabeth Teague
(U of Oxford, UK)
teagueeliza@aol.com
Belarus’ Constitutional Amendments

Ilya Sulzhytski
(U of Greifswald, Germany)
ilya.sulzhickiy@gmail.com
A Revolution Aborted? Social Impacts and Discourses of the Belarusian Crisis in 2021

DISCUSSANT
Peter Rutland
(Wesleyan U, US)
prutland@wesleyan.edu
PANEL BK14

Book Panel on Jacky Comforty’s

The Stolen Narrative of the Bulgarian Jews and the Holocaust

(Rowman and Littlefield, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Vjeran Pavlakovic
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
vjeranp@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Martha Bloomfield
(Independent Scholar)
marthabloomfield@gmail.com

Omer Bartov
(Brown U, US)
omer_Bartov@Brown.EDU

Stefan Troebst
(Leibniz Institute for the History and Culture of Eastern Europe, Germany)
stefan.troebst@leibniz-gwzo.de

Roumen Avramov
(Center for Advanced Studies, Bulgaria)
avramov@cas.bg

Jacky Comforty
(Independent Researcher)
jacky_comforty@comforty.com
PANEL BK23
The Role of Memory in the Western Balkans
Variations on the Theme
(ROUNDTABLE)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Francine Friedman
(Ball State U, US)
fsfriedman@hotmail.com

SPEAKERS
Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
stefano.bianchini@unibo.it
Political Implications of Post-Communist Contested Memories and Holocaust Remembrance

David Kanin
(Johns Hopkins U, US)
dakanin@verizon.net
The Symbolism and Significance of the Rehabilitation of World War II Fascist Collaborators

Craig Nation
(Dickinson College, US)
nationr@dickinson.edu
Transitional Justice and Historical Memory and Memorialization

James Gow
(Kings College London, UK)
mlmajw@btinternet.com
Yugoslavia Beyond the Veil of War
PANEL CE4

Book Panel on Julija Sardelić’s
The Fringes of Citizenship: Romani Minorities in Europe and Civic Marginalisation
(Manchester, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Dženeta Karabegović
(U of Salzburg, Austria)
dzeneta.karabegovic@plus.ac.at

PARTICIPANTS
Angela Kocze
(CEU, Hungary)
koczea2011@gmail.com

Huub van Baar
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
huub.vanbaar@kuleuven.be

Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
peter.vermeersch@kuleuven.be

Julija Sardelić
(Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
 julija.sardelic@vuw.ac.nz
PANEL CE19
Bilateral State Relations and Minority Issues

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Samantha Twietmeyer
(Queen’s U, Canada)
sam.twietmeyer@queensu.ca

PAPERS
Norbert Tóth
(U of Public Service, Hungary)
toth.norbert@uni-nke.hu
Bilateral International Agreements as Evidence of Regional Customary International Norms on Minorities? The case of Central and Eastern Europe

Balázs Vizi
(U of Public Service, Hungary)
vizi.balazs@uni-nke.hu
Participation of Minority Organisations in Bilateral State Relations: Central European Cases

Sándor Földvári
(Debrecen U, Hungary)
alexfoldvari@gmail.com
Swedish Minority in Estonia and Estonian Minority in Sweden: Their Identity as Reflected in the “Svio-Estonica’” Yearbook

Csilla Varga
(U of Public Service, Hungary)
csilla.varga789@gmail.com
Respect of Minority Rights in Inter-State Relations: Bilateral Committees Between Hungary and Its Neighbors

DISCUSSANT
Ljubica Djordjević
(European Centre for Minority Issues, Germany)
djordjevic@ecmi.de
PANEL EU4
Nation-Building in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Michele E Commercio  
(U of Vermont, US)  
michele.commercio@uvm.edu

PAPERS
Maxime Corron  
(AUCA, Kyrgyzstan)  
corronmaxime@gmail.com  
A Comparative Approach to Soft Powers in a Contemporary Kazakhstani School: From Ethnocentric Universalisms to Anthropological Diversity

Akbot Karibayeva  
(George Washington U, US)  
akaribayeva@gwu.edu  
Nationalizing Language Regimes in Multiethnic Post-Soviet States: The Case of Kazakhstan

Siyang Liu  
(U of Hong Kong)  
liusy19@connect.hku.hk  
More Than Bread and Butter: Cross-Regional Comparisons of Identity Contestation in Hong Kong and Kazakhstan

Arzuu Sheranova  
(Corvinus U of Budapest, Hungary)  
arzuusher@gmail.com  
Behind the Extravaganza of World Nomad Games in Kyrgyzstan: Inventions, Imaginations, Instrumentalism and Identities

DISCUSSANT
Aziz Burkhanov  
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)  
aziz.burkhanov@nu.edu.kz
PANEL N15
Nationalism and Religion

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Kristin Fabbe
(Harvard Business School, US)
kfabbe@hbs.edu

PAPERS
Şener Aktürk
(Koç U, Turkey)
sakturk@ku.edu.tr
Does Nationalism Increase or Decrease Religiosity?
A Comparative Empirical Baseline

Anat Kidron
(Tel-Hai College, Israel)
kidronana@m.telhai.ac.il
From Religious Place to a “National Shrine”: The Transformation of the Symbolic Meaning of a Strategic Place

Lior Yohanani
(Rutgers U, US)
lioryohanani@gmail.com
Fighting to Belong: Why Do Jews From Abroad Volunteer to the Israeli Military

DISCUSSANT
Tetiana Kalenychenko
(National Pedagogical Drahomanov U, Ukraine)
soc.injener@gmail.com
PANEL N18
Deserve and Merit
A Tool for Conceptualizing Minorities, Majorities, Migrants, and Welfare-Recipients

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Zeynep Bulutgil
(UCL, UK)
z.bulutgil@ucl.ac.uk

PAPERS
Andras L. Pap
(Eötvös U, Hungary)
pap.andras.laszlo@gmail.com
Intersecting Conceptualization:
Race, Ethnicity, Nationality and Deserve and Merit

Sarah Ganty
(Yale U, US)
sarah.ganty@yale.edu
“Racialization” and “Ethnicization” of the Law Through Merit:
Case Studies of Immigration, Citizenship and Social Welfare Laws in Europe

Sara Hungler
(Eötvös U, Hungary)
hungler.sara@tk.hu
Color-Blind Employment Programs and Their Limits to Eliminate Poverty

DISCUSSANT
Dimitry Kochenov
(CEU Democracy Institute, Hungary)
d.kochenov@gmail.com
PANEL R11
Far Right and Its Circulation in Postcommunist Region

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Bertrand de Franqueville
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
bertrand.defranqueville@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Nina Paulovicova
(Athabasca U, Canada)
npaulovicova@athabascau.ca
The Pitfalls of “Transitology”: The Explorations of Far Right Emergence and Circulation in Postcommunist Region

George Soroka
(Harvard U, US)
soroka@fas.harvard.edu
The Common Cause of Unlikely Bedfellows: The Transnational Alliances of the Russian Far Right

Olga Gyarfasova
(Comenius U, Slovakia)
olga.gyarfasova@uniba.sk
Far-Right’s Mnemonic Alliance with Putin’s Russia: LSNS’s Mastering of Disruptive Past

Per Rudling
(Lund U, Sweden)
per_anders.rudling@hist.lu.se
Repatriating the Ukrainian Far Right: The OUN and Power over Memory, 1991-2021

DISCUSSANT
Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
drrarnold22@outlook.com
PANEL TK5
The Mechanisms of Populist Autocratization and Resistance

CHAIR
Ceren Belge
(Concordia U, Canada)
ceren.belge@concordia.ca

PAPERS
Imren Borsuk Eroglu
(Humboldt U of Berlin, Germany)
imren.borsuk@hu-berlin.de
Democratization, Autocratization and Communal Violence: Evidence From Turkish-Kurdish Conflict

Selin Bengi Gumrukcu
(Rutgers U, US)
bengigumrukcu@gmail.com
When Do Governments Organize Protests? A Case Study of Turkey

Derya Özkaya
(U of Graz, Austria)
derya.oezkaya@uni-graz.at
Grief, Pain, and Guilt: Remembering the (Im)possibilities of Collective Mourning Against the Political Violence in Turkey’s Gezi Uprisings and Their Aftermath

DISCUSSANT
Evren Balta
(Özyeğin U, Turkey)
evren.balta@ozyegin.edu.tr
PANEL U18
Social Discourse in Ukraine
Civil Rights, Belonging and Russian Propaganda

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu

PAPERS
Sophia Wilson
(Southern Illinois U Edwardsville, US)
sowelso@siue.edu
Maidan Revolution as State-Society and Intra-Society Dialogue

Alexandra Wishart
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
wishart.alexandra@gmail.com
Kyiv’s Cultural Revolution: Civic Resistance in Times of War

Viktoriya Sereda
(Institute of Ethnology, Ukraine)
sereda.vik@gmail.com
(Trans)national Experiences of Resettlement From the Donbas and Crimea

Lidia Kuzemska
(Lancaster U, UK)
lidia.kuzemska@gmail.com
Ethnic Dimension of Forced Displacement in Seven Post-Soviet Secessionist Territories

DISCUSSANT
Emily Channell-Justice
(Harvard U, US)
echannelljustice@fas.harvard.edu
PANEL U20


FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 7 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Mariia Shuvalova
(U of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
mareverborum@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Iwona Reichardt
(College of Europe Natolin, Poland)
iwona.reichardt@coleurope.eu

Georges Mink
(College of Europe Natolin, Poland)
georges.mink@coleurope.eu

Zachary Mazur
(College of Europe Natolin, Poland)
zachary.mazur@coleurope.eu

Olga Onuch
(U of Manchester, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk
PANEL BK3
Actors, Ideologies and Aftermaths of Wartime Violence

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Mila Dragojević
(The U of the South, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu

PAPERS
Gregor Kranjc
(Brock U, Canada)
gkranjc@brocku.ca
No Longer in Our Interest: British Repatriations and Europe’s Worst Post-War Massacres, Yugoslavia 1945

Vujo Ilić
(U of Belgrade, Serbia)
vujoilic@gmail.com
The Names of the Dead: Name-Based Ethnicity Classification and War Casualty Records

Andreas Moeller
(King’s College London, UK)
andreas.moeller@kcl.ac.uk
The Role of Ideology in Perpetration of Mass Atrocities During The Bosnian War (1992-95)

DISCUSSANT
Vjeran Pavlakovic
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
vjeranp@gmail.com
PANEL BK11
Book Panel on Goran Musić's
Making and Breaking the Yugoslav Working Class: The Story of Two Self-Managed Factories
(CEU, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Tamara Pavasović Trošt
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
tamara.trost@ef.uni-lj.si

PARTICIPANTS
Chip Gagnon
(Ithaca College, US)
vgagnon@ithaca.edu

Jelena Đureinović
(U of Vienna)
jelena.dureinovic@univie.ac.at

Rory Archer
(U of Graz, Austria)
rory.archer@uni-graz.at

Goran Musić
(U Vienna, Austria)
goran.music@univie.ac.at
PANEL CE1
Questions of Minority Governance and Activism in Central Europe

CHAIR
Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu

PAPERS
Sherrill Stroschein
(UCL, UK)
s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk
How Pyramids of Power Incorporate Ethnic Enclaves (Or Not)

Ionut-Valentin Chiruta
(U of Tartu, Norway)
ionut-valentin.chiruta@ut.ee
Populism, Nationalism, Kin-State Activism, and Minority Reaction in an Ethnic Survey: How Two Cross-Directional Stimuli Influenced the Ethnic Hungarian Minority?

Balázs Dobos
(Center for Social Sciences, Hungary)
dobos.balazs@tk.mta.hu
Group Boundaries as Partisan Considerations: The Elections of Minority Self-Governments in Hungary

Vello Pettai
(European Centre for Minority Issues, Germany)
vpettai@ut.ee
Minorities and E-Governance

DISCUSSANT
Tamás Kiss
(Romanian Institute for Research on National Minorities, Cluj)
t_kiss77@yahoo.com
Variations of Populism in Central Europe

CHAIR
Alena Alamgir
(Georgia Tech, US)
akalamgir@gmail.com

PAPERS
Lili Turza
(U of Tübingen, Germany)
lili.turza@uni-tuebingen.de
The Peculiar Interplay of Nationalism, Populism, and Conspiracy Theory:
The Case of Hungary

Sarah Wilson Sokhey
(U of Colorado Boulder, US)
sarah.sokhey@colorado.edu
Ililiberalism and the Welfare State in Russia

DISCUSSANT
Antal Örkény
(Eötvös Loránd U, Hungary)
orkeny.antal@tatk.elte.hu
PANEL EU2
Book Panel on Darren Byler’s
*Terror Capitalism: Uyghur Dispossession and Masculinity in a Chinese City*
(Duke, 2021)

**FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET**

**CHAIR**
Hannah Theaker  
(U of Plymouth, UK)  
hannah.theaker@plymouth.ac.uk

**PARTICIPANTS**
Lily Chumley  
(NYU, US)  
chumley@nyu.edu

Eli Friedman  
(Cornell U, US)  
edf48@cornell.edu

Madiha Tahir  
(Arizona State U, US)  
mt518@columbia.edu

Helga Tawil-Souri  
(NYU, US)  
helga@nyu.edu

Darren Byler  
(Simon Fraser U, Canada)  
darren_byler@sfu.ca
PANEL K6
The role of Memories and Narratives in Conflict Escalation and Peacebuilding
Conflicts in the Russian North Caucasus, Georgia and Ukraine

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Don Van Atta
(UNC Chapel Hill, US)
donvanatta@earthlink.net

PAPERS
Cécile Druey
(U of Bern, Switzerland)
cecile.druey@hist.unibe.ch
The Divided Memories About Building Peace in Chechnya

Oksana Myshlovskaya
(U of Bern, Switzerland)
oksana.myshlovskaya@hist.unibe.ch
Framing and Responding to Protests: A Study of Evolving Positions and Approaches to Conflict Resolution in Ukraine From February to April 2014

Elena Natenadze
(U of Bern, Switzerland)
elena.natenadze@hist.unibe.ch
Memory Narratives and Dealing With the Past: The Georgian-Abkhaz Case

Marat Iliyasov
(U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)
iliyasov@wisc.edu
Chechen Collective Memory Contested: Identifying Weak Spots of Autocracies

DISCUSSANT
Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jratelle@uottawa.ca
PANEL M3
Emigration and Diaspora

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Daniel Naujoks
(Columbia U, US)
daniel.naujoks@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Anna Kyriazi
(U of Milan, Italy)
anna.kyriazi@unimi.it
Attitudes Towards Free Movement in the EU: Bringing Emigration Into Focus

Ieva Birka
(U of Latvia)
ieva.birka@gmail.com
Diaspora Relations During the Pandemic: Ireland Vs. Australia

Zuzanna Brunarska
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
zuzanna.brunarska@uw.edu.pl
Does the Experience of Involuntary Immobility in the Family Affect Migration Intentions? Evidence From the Post-Communist Context
*co-authored with Artjoms Ivlevs (U of the West of England, UK)

Nazli Muge Onder
(U of Leeds, UK)
gynmo@leeds.ac.uk
Doing Fieldwork in Antagonistic Geographies: An Experience of Multi-Sited Research on the Armenian Diaspora
*co-authored with Oguzhan Ozdemir (Ataturk U, Turkey)

DISCUSSANT
Natasha Iskander
(NYU, US)
natasha.iskander@nyu.edu
PANEL N9
Ethnic Violence and Peacekeeping

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Brent Hierman
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
hiermanbd@vmi.edu

PAPERS
Andreas Juon
(ETH Zurich, Switzerland)
andreas.juon@icr.gess.ethz.ch
Minority Accommodation and Majority Backlashes

Dana Landau
(U of Basel, Switzerland)
dana.landau@swisspeace.ch
Approaches to Managing Diversity in the International Mediation of Peace Agreements

Sabine Mannitz
(Peace Research Institute Frankfurt, Germany)
mannitz@hsfk.de
Colonial Violence as Common Heritage: German-Namibian Relations and the Struggle for Reconciliation

Maya Breau
(U of Birmingham, UK)
mx1204@student.bham.ac.uk
The Impact of Military Checkpoints

DISCUSSANT
Dominika Koter
(Colgate U, US)
dkoter@colgate.edu
PANEL N21
The Politics of Indigenous Groups

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Yesim Bayar
(St. Lawrence U, US)
ybayar@stlawu.edu

PAPERS
Nashie Shamoon
(Te Herenga Waka - Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
n.shmn@outlook.com
Shadows of the Past: The Role of Persecution Within the Self-Identification of Young Assyrians in New Zealand and Australia

Elie Kallab
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
ekall044@uottawa.ca

DISCUSSANT
Dragana Svraka
(U of Florida, US)
dsvraka@apsanet.org
PANEL R3
Comparing Russian and NATO Intervention in Ethno-National Conflicts

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Troy McGrath
(Independent Academic Scholar)
troymcgrath@yahoo.com

PAPERS
Alan J. Kuperman
(U of Texas at Austin, US)
akuperman@mail.utexas.edu
“Muscular Mediation” in Nagorno-Karabakh

Stefano Recchia
(Southern Methodist U, US)
srecchia@smu.edu
Two-Way Alliance Entanglement and the Bosnian Safe Areas

Valentina Bonello
(Independent Scholar)
valentinabonello@yahoo.com
Is the Responsibility to Protect Hypocritical?
Russia’s Intervention in Ukraine vs. NATO’s Intervention in Kosovo

Thomas Rehnquist
(Booz Allen Hamilton, US)
rehnquist.tom@gmail.com
Humanitarian Costs and Benefits of Russia’s Intervention in Syria

DISCUSSANT
Rajan Menon
(City College of New York, US)
rm2758@columbia.edu
CHAIR

Catherine Wanner  
(Penn State U, US)  
cew10@psu.edu

PAPERS

Seonhee Kim  
(Columbia U, US)  
sk4779@columbia.edu  
Political Discourse Determines the Persecuted: Making Religious Regulations in Russia, 2010-2019

Andrey Shcherbak  
(HSE, Russia)  
ascherbak@hse.ru  
The Symphony is Over? The Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Russian Orthodox Church-State Relations  
*co-authored with Maria Ukhvatova (HSE)

Sergei Akopov  
(HSE, Russia)  
sergakopov@gmail.com  
Madonna and Five Questions about Russia’s Gendered Nationalism: Can Sovereigntism be Demasculinized in the Age of Loneliness Anxiety?  

Marthe Handå Myhre  
(Oslo Metropolitan U, Norway)  
martheha@oslomet.no  
Illicit Discourse on Sexual and Gender Minorities in Norway and Russia  
*co-authored with Mikkel Berg-Nordlie (Oslo Metropolitan U)

DISCUSSANT

Radzhana Buyantuyeva  
(Newcastle U, UK)  
radbuyan@gmail.com
PANEL TK9
Identity and Foreign Policy in the AKP Era

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Oya Dursun-Ozkanca
(Elizabethtown College, US)
dursuno@etown.edu

PAPERS
Bedirhan Kir
(Boğaziçi U, Turkey)
1bedirhankir@gmail.com
Intersection of Religion and Nationalism: The Position of Presidency of Religious Affairs

Osman Bahadir Dincer
(Bonn International Center for Conflict Studies, Germany)
osman.dincer@bicc.de
Turkey’s Geopolitical Role in Shaping Political Vectors and Patterns of Power Configuration in Iraqi Kurdistan

Philip Gamaghelyan
(U of San Diego, US)
gamaghel@gmail.com
Prospects for Armenia-Turkey Peacebuilding in Non-Democratic Context
*co-authored with Pinar Sayan (Beykoz U, Turkey)

DISCUSSANT
Colleen Wood
(Columbia U, US)
c.wood@columbia.edu
PANEL U2

Book Panel on Oleksandra Tarkhanova's
Compulsory Motherhood, Paternalistic State? Ukrainian Gender Politics and the Subject of Woman
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Alexandra Wishart
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
wishart.alexandra@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Emily Channell-Justice
(Harvard U, US)
echannelljustice@fas.harvard.edu

Olena Strelnyk
(Independent Scholar, Ukraine)
olena.strelnyk@gmail.com

Tamara Martsenyuk
(U of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukraine)
tarakuta@gmail.com

Oleksandra Tarkhanova
(U of St. Gallen, Switzerland)
oleksandra.tarkhanova@unisg.ch
PANEL U9
COVID-19, Political Attitudes, and Government Support in Ukraine

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 8 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Paul Goode
(Carleton U, Canada)
paul.goode@carleton.ca

PAPERS
Irina Soboleva
(Duke Kunshan U, China)
irina.soboleva@duke.edu
How Pandemic Policy Compliance Affects National Identity in the Long Run: Panel Data From Ukraine

Henry Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu
The Pandemic Penalty: The Effect of Fear and Experience on Incumbent Advantage in Local Elections

Graeme Robertson
(UNC Chapel Hill, US)
graeme@email.unc.edu
Covid, Conspiracy and Trust in Government: Evidence From Ukraine
*co-authored with Grigore Pop-Eleches (Princeton U, US)

DISCUSSANT
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
eg599@columbia.edu
PANEL SE1
How to Get Published in Academic Journals
A Conversation with Nationalities Papers Editors

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

MODERATOR
Harris Mylonas
Editor-in-Chief
mylonas@gwu.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
Associate Editor
gulnaz.sharafutdinova@kcl.ac.uk

Şener Aktürk
Associate Editor
sakturk@ku.edu.tr

Paul Goode
Associate Editor
paul.goode@carleton.ca

Jennie Schulze
Book Review Editor
schulzej@duq.edu

Ned Whalley
Managing Editor
ned.whalley@gmail.com
PANEL BK2
Civil Society in Bosnia and Serbia

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Safia Swimelar
(Elon U, US)
sswimelar@elon.edu

PAPERS
Paula M. Pickering
(William & Mary College, US)
pmpick@wm.edu
Explaining Trust in Civil Society Organizations in Post-War Bosnia-Herzegovina: Untangling the Role of Norms, Donors, and Government

Michael Kiel
(U of Texas at Austin, US)
michaeldkiel@gmail.com
Liberal Power Europe: Evaluating the EU’s Pre-Accession Assistance to Civil Society in Serbia

Igor Stipic
(Leibniz Institute for East and Southeast European Studies (IOS), Germany)
stipic@ios-regensburg.de
The Rich Were Always the Foreigners: Narratives of Class and Nation Among Protesting High School Students in Bosnia and Chile

DISCUSSANT
Soeren Keil
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)
soeren.keil@unifr.ch
PANEL BK19
Albanian-Slavic Ethnic Boundary-Making
From the 1950s to the Present

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at

PAPERS
Pieter Troch
(Ghent U, Belgium)
pieter.Troch@Ugent.be
Socio-Spatial Differentiation and Albanian-Slavic Ethnic Boundarymaking in Urban Environments of Socialist Kosovo (1950s-1980s)

Robert Pichler
(Institute for Habsburg and Balkan Studies, Austria)
robert.pichler@oeaw.ac.at
Albanian-Macedonian Relations During Socialism: From Fragile Interethnic Coexistence to Social Segregation

Rory Archer
(U of Graz, Austria)
rory.archer@uni-graz.at

DISCUSSANT
Christian Voss
(Humboldt U Berlin, Germany)
christian.voss@hu-berlin.de
PANEL CE7
Dealing with a Double-Barreled Past
Instances of Memory Politics in Europe

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Katalin F. Rac
(U of Florida, US)
katalin.rac@ufl.edu

PAPERS
Daniel Cohen
(Rice U, US)
gdcohen@rice.edu
Memory Politics and the Philosemitic Far Right:
From 9/11 to the Present

Muriel Blaive
(Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes, Czechia)
mblaive@gmail.com
Running Behind Ghosts: Dealing with the Communist Past
in the Czech Republic After 1989

Marci Shore
(Yale U, US)
marci.shore@gmail.com
Response to the Past as Responsibility in the Present:
Post-Communist Rebellion Against the Philosophy of Dissent

DISCUSSANT
Anna Müller
(U of Michigan-Dearborn, US)
anmuller@umich.edu
PANEL EU6
Minorities in China

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Agathe Dudzinski
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
agathe.manikowski@gmail.com

PAPERS
Jérôme Doyon
(Harvard U, US)
jeromedoyon@hks.harvard.edu
Our Kind of Stranger:
The Cooptation of Minority Cadres in Post-Mao China

Katarzyna Golik
(Institute of Political Studies, Poland)
katarzyna.golik@isppan.waw.pl
What Can We Read From the Schoolbooks?
China’s Mongols and Plurality of Educational Sub-Systems

Allison L Quatrini
(Eckerd College, US)
quatrial@eckerd.edu
Chinese Party-State and Uyghur Interpretations
of the Navruz Festival in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region

Yipeng Zhou
(Harvard U, US)
yipengzhou@g.harvard.edu
Research on Frontiers:
Sino-Soviet Knowledge Campaigns on the Soviet-Xinjiang Border

DISCUSSANT
David R Stroup
(Manchester U, UK)
david.stroup@manchester.ac.uk
PANEL EU8

**FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET**

**CHAIR**
Hélène Thibault
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
helene.thibault@nu.edu.kz

**PARTICIPANTS**
Michele E Commercio
(U of Vermont, US)
michele.commercio@uvm.edu

Jeff Sahadeo
(Carleton U, Canada)
jeff.sahadeo@carleton.ca

Adrienne Edgar
(UC Santa Barbara, US)
edgar@history.ucsb.edu
PANEL K7
Regional Security in the South Caucasus

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Julie George
(Queens College CUNY, US)
julie.george@qc.cuny.edu

PAPERS
Andreas Heinemann-Grüder
(Bonn International Centre for Conflict Studies, Germany)
heinemann-grueder@bicc.de
The Survival of Post-Soviet De Facto Regimes
*co-authored with Anastasia Felcher (Blinken Open Society Archives, Budapest)

Valery Dzutsati
(U of Kansas, US)
valery.dzutsati@ku.edu
Territorial Expansion of Modern States: Evidence from Russia’s Absorption of Abkhazia and South Ossetia

Natia Gamkrelidze
(Harvard U, US)
ngamkrelidze@fas.harvard.edu
From a Dependent to a Neutral Neighbor: The Evolution of Russian Images of Georgia from 1991 to 2020

Farhad Huseynov
(Baku State U, Azerbaijan)
farhadh12@gmail.com
Russia’s Policy Toward South Caucasus in Terms of Defensive and Offensive Realism

DISCUSSANT
Ryhor Nizhnikau
(Finnish Institute of International Affairs)
gregory.nizhnikau@gmail.com
PANEL M2
New Methods and Approaches to Migration Studies

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Daniel Naujoks
(Columbia U, US)
daniel.naujoks@columbia.edu

PAPERS
Michael J. Popović
(SUNY Potsdam, US)
popovimj@potsdam.edu
*co-authored with Jessica Rogers (SUNY, Potsdam, US)

Oya Dursun-Ozkanca
(Elizabethtown College, US)
dursuno@etown.edu
A Comparison of Refugee Simulations: An Analysis of the Impact of Simulations on Active Learning

Joseph Cerrone
(George Washington U, US)
jcerrone@gwu.edu
Who Cares About Immigration? Frames, Emotions, and Immigration Salience

Oleh Wolowyna
(UNC Chapel Hill, US)
olehw@aol.com
A Profile of Jewish Immigrants from Ukraine: United States 1988-2018

DISCUSSANT
Cristina Dragomir
(NYU, US)
cd3095@nyu.edu
PANEL N13
Illicit Liberalism From the Bottom-Up: Ideational Entrepreneurship, Grassroots Mobilization, and Undirected Transformations in Europe and Eurasia

CHAIR
Richard Arnold
(Muskingum U, US)
drrarnold22@outlook.com

PAPERS
Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@gwu.edu
Illicit Liberalism: A Conceptual Introduction

Julian G. Waller
(George Washington U, US)
jugwall@gwu.edu
Beyond Regime Instrumentalism: Russian Illicit Liberalism as Institutional Demand and Elite Incentive

Gulnaz Sibgatullina
(U of Amsterdam, the Netherlands)
g.r.sibgatullina@uva.nl
Embrace of Islam by the European Right: Conversion, Rapprochement or Opportunism?

Nina Carlsson
(Södertörn U, Sweden)
nina.carlsson@sh.se
National Minorities in the Politics of Belonging of the Swedish Far Right

DISCUSSANT
Gulnaz Sharafutdinova
(King’s College London, UK)
gulnaz.sharafutdinova@kcl.ac.uk

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET
PANEL N20
Book Panel on David Elcott’s
Faith, Nationalism and the Future
of Liberal Democracy
(Notre Dame Press, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Catherine Wanner
(Penn State U, US)
cew10@psu.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Tobias Cremer
(U of Oxford, UK)
tobias.cremer@pmb.ox.ac.uk

Katharine Henderson
(Auburn Seminary, US)
khenderson@auburnseminary.org

John Gershman
(NYU, US)
jjg5@nyu.edu

David Elcott
(NYU, US)
de552@nyu.edu
PANEL N24
Special Event on Lee Ann Fujii’s Posthumous Book Show Time:
The Logic and Power of Violent Display
(Cornell, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Zsuzsa Csergő
(Queen’s U, Canada)
csergo@queensu.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Max Bergholz
(Concordia U, Canada)
max.bergholz@concordia.ca

Timothy Longman
(Boston U, US)
longman@bu.edu

Sherrill Stroschein
(UCL, UK)
s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk
PANEL R1
Official Nationalism in Russia

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Bénédicte Santoire
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
benedictesantoire@gmail.com

PAPERS
Alina Parker
(UMass Amherst, US)
aryabovo@umass.edu
Russia—My History: A National Grand Narrative or a Narrative Collage?

Tora Berge Naterstad
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
toran@nupi.no

Helge Blakkisrud
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
hb@nupi.no
The Path to “Healthy Conservativism”: Tracing Events, Drivers and Legitimacy in the Development of Putin’s New Ideology

DISCUSSANT
Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
gorenbur@fas.harvard.edu
PANEL R13
Book Panel on Tomila Lankina's
The Estate Origins of Democracy in Russia: From Imperial Bourgeoisie to Post-Communist Middle Class
(Cambridge, 2021)

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2:00-3:30 PM ET

CHAIR
Krista Goff
(U of Miami, US)
kgoff@miami.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Elise Giuliano
(Columbia U, US)
eg599@columbia.edu

Vladimir Gel’man
(Aleksanteri Institute, Finland)
vgelman@eu.spb.ru

Jeffrey Kopstein
(U of California at Irvine, US)
kopstein@uci.edu

Tomila Lankina
(LSE, UK)
t.lankina@lse.ac.uk
PANEL U5
Remembering the Holodomor
Representations of the Great Famine in Museums, Literature and Photographs

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Raisa Ostapenko
(Sorbonne U, France)
Raisa.s.Ostapenko@gmail.com

PAPERS
Valentyna Kharkhun
(Mykola Gogol State U of Nizhyn, Ukraine)
vkharkhun@gmail.com
Portraying the Trauma: Representation of the Holodomor in Ukrainian Museums

Daria Mattingly
(U of Cambridge, UK)
dm628@cam.ac.uk
Making Sense of the Past: Memorialization of the 1932-33 Famine in Contemporary Russian and Ukrainian Novel

John Vsetecka
(Michigan State U, US)
vsetecka@msu.edu
In the Wake of Hunger: Memorialization of the Great Famine in Soviet Ukraine in the Photographs of Nikolai Bokan

DISCUSSANT
David Marples
(U of Alberta, Canada)
dmarples@ualberta.ca
PANEL U10
Perspectives on the Donbas Conflict

FRIDAY MAY 6 // Session 9 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Bohdana Kurylo
(UCL, UK)
bohdana.kurylo.17@ucl.ac.uk

PAPERS
Dani Belo
(Webster U, US)
danibelo@webster.edu
Russia’s Interventions in Ethnic-Based Movements in Ukraine: Explaining the Variation of Incentives and Opportunities Across Regions
*co-authored with David Carment (Carleton U, Canada)

Sophie Lambroschini
(Centre Marc Bloch, Germany)
sophie_lambro@yahoo.com

Natalia Savelyeva
(U of Wisconsin-Madison, US)
nasavely@gmail.com
Extreme Uncertainty: Contested Memory in Donbas Veteran Communities
*co-authored with Jesse Driscoll (UC San Diego, US)

Tomasz Stepniewski
(Catholic U of Lublin, Poland)
tomasz.stepniewski5@gmail.com
Solidarity, Security and Migration: NATO Eastern Flank, the Russia-Ukraine War and Invisible Victims (IDPs) in Ukraine
*co-authored with Grzegorz Barth (Catholic U of Lublin, Poland)

DISCUSSANT
Kyrylo Tkachenko
(European U Viadrina Frankfurt, Germany)
k.tkachenko@gmail.com
PANEL BK10
Nationalism, Identity and Memory

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Stefano Bianchini
(U of Bologna, Italy)
stefano.bianchini@unibo.it

PAPERS
Blaze Joel
(UC Berkeley, US)
blaze_joel@berkeley.edu
Building the Nation, Building History:
Yugoslavia’s Spomeniks as Tools of Legitimacy and Ontological Security

Jessie Barton Hronesova
(U of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, US)
Jessie.hronesova@gmail.com
The Uses and Abuses of Hegemonic Narratives in Central and Southeast Europe

Matvey Lomonosov
(U of Tyumen, Russia)
m.lomonosov@utmn.ru
Overcoming Maximalist Ethnosymbolism:
The Kosovo Myth and Vernacular Mobilization Among the Serbs

Jelena Jorgačević Kisić
(U of Regensburg, Germany)
jjorgacevic@hotmail.com
The Politics of Memory:
(Re)constructing Saint Sava Cathedral in Belgrade From 1878 Until Today

DISCUSSANT
Dario Brentin
(U of Applied Sciences, Austria)
dario.brentin@fh-campuswien.ac.at
PANEL BK24

Reading Nationalism Through Hybridity
The Case of the Multicultural Istrian Peninsula

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Vjeran Pavlakovic
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)
vjeranp@gmail.com

PAPERS

Daniela Simon
(Institute of Danube Swabian History, Germany)
daniela.simon@idgl.bwl.de
Recognizing and Interpreting Hybridity in the Age of Nationalism: The Istrian Peninsula at the End of the 19th Century

Lorena Popović
(U of Tübingen, Germany)
lorena.popovic@uni-tuebingen.de
Istria and Istrians in the Late 20th Century: Hybridity as Basis of Group Formation in Discourse and Practice

Luka Babić
(U of Tübingen, Germany)
luka.babic@uni-tuebingen.de

DISCUSSANT
Bojan Baskar
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
bojan.baskar@ff.uni-lj.si
PANEL CE14
Structural and Institutional Discrimination
Roma in Central Europe

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Julija Sardelić
(Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
julija.sardelic@vuw.ac.nz

PAPERS
Eszter Kovács Szitkay
(Ludovika U, Hungary)
eszter.kovaacs@gmail.com
Access to Justice Under COVID-19 in Hungary

Julija Sardelić
(Victoria U of Wellington, New Zealand)
julija.sardelic@vuw.ac.nz
Developing Into Equal Citizens? Methodological Whiteness,
Local Histories and the Position of Roma as Citizens

Gwendolyn Albert
(Roma Education Support Trust, UK)
gwendolyn.albert@gmail.com
Compensation Mechanism for Forcibly Sterilized Persons in the Czech Republic:
The Contribution and Experience of Romani Women

Svetluša Surova
(Bratislava Policy Institute, Slovakia)
surova@bpi.sk
The Analysis of the Measures that Quarantined Roma Settlements in the First and
Second Wave of COVID-19 Pandemic in Slovakia From the Right Based Approach

DISCUSSANT
Andras L. Pap
(CEU, Hungary)
papa@ceu.edu
PANEL EU14
Economic Integration and Transnational Ties

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Agathe Dudzinski
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
agathe.manikowski@gmail.com

PAPERS
Maxime Daniélou
(Paris Nanterre U, France)
maxdan.max@gmail.com
The Idea of “Greater Eurasia” and its Reception in Official, Expert and Media Discourses in Kazakhstan

Darzhan Kazbekova
(Syracuse U, US)
dkazbeko@syr.edu
Policy Learning Among Government Administrators: Case of Kazakhstan

DISCUSSANT
Brent Hierman
(Virginia Military Institute, US)
hiermanbd@vmi.edu
PANEL K4
Deconstructing Conflicts in the South Caucasus

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Jean-François Ratelle
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
jratelle@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Nareg Seferian
(Virginia Tech, US)
naregseferian@yahoo.com
Siunik in the Changing Geography and Geopolitical Culture of Armenia

Amin Esmaelzadeh Aghjeh
(U of Vienna, Austria)
a01500585@unet.univie.ac.at
How the Second Karabakh War Has Strengthened the Idea of Azerbaijani Unification

Margarita Tadevosyan
(George Mason U, US)
mtadevos@gmu.edu
The Karabakh War and the Armenian Narratives Through the Popular Culture Lens

Arman Grigoryan
(Lehigh U, US)
arg210@lehigh.edu
The Strange War: Why the Highly Predictable Outcome of the Second Karabakh War Did Not Force the Losing Side to Settle the Conflict Peacefully

DISCUSSANT
Mikail Mamedov
(Georgetown U, US)
mamedorm@georgetown.edu
PANEL N4
Urban Politics and Identity

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Yesim Bayar
(St. Lawrence U, US)
ybayar@stlawu.edu

PAPERS
Licia Cianetti
(U of Birmingham, UK)
l.cianetti@bham.ac.uk
Making and Unmaking Inclusive Institutions: The Evolution of European City Governments’ Inclusion Departments and Agendas

Stephen Deets
(Babson College, US)
sdeets@babson.edu
Liberal Cities in Illiberal Regimes

Kalyani Thurairajah
(MacEwan U, Canada)
kalyani.thurairajah@macewan.ca
Signs and Symbols of Multiculturalism and the Canadian National Identity

Vera Peshkova
(Institute of Sociology, Russia)
vmpeshkova@gmail.com
Is Moscow a City of Contacts? Formats and Scale of Muscovites’ Interaction With Migrants

DISCUSSANT
Michael Gentile
(U of Oslo, Norway)
michael.gentile@sosgeo.uio.no
PANEL R15
Book Panel on Scott Kenworthy’s
Understanding World Christianity: Russia
(Fortress Press, 2021)

SUNDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Jesko Schmoller
(Humboldt U of Berlin, Germany)
jeskoschmoller@gmail.com

PARTICIPANTS
Catherine Wanner
(Penn State U, US)
cew10@psu.edu

Pål Kolstø
(U of Oslo, Norway)
pal.kolsto@ilos.uio.no

Regina Elsner
(ZoiS, Germany)
regina.elsner@zois-berlin.de

Scott Kenworthy
(Miami U, US)
kenwors@miamioh.edu
PANEL R17
Russian Identity in History

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Peter Rutland  
(Wesleyan U, US)  
prutland@wesleyan.edu

PAPERS
Michal Racyn  
(Masaryk U, Czechia)  
racyn@phil.muni.cz  
Between Eurasianism and Nationalism: Reshaping Russian Identity in the Soviet Intellectual Milieu of the 1980s

Matthew Reichert  
(Harvard U, US)  
mreichert@g.harvard.edu  
The Long-Term Effects of Soviet Literacy Campaigns on National Identity

Rodolphe Droalin  
(EHESS, France)  
rodolphedroalin@gmail.com  
The Reconfiguration of National-Socialism in Contemporary Russia

Stefan Lacny  
(U of Cambridge, UK)  
sl641@cam.ac.uk  
Creating “Otherness” in the Western Borderlands: the Image of the Pole in Soviet Cinema, 1925-1941

DISCUSSANT
Erica Fraser  
(Carleton U, Canada)  
erica.fraser@carleton.ca
PANEL TK6
Populist Autocratization, Gender, and Morality Policing

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Ceren Belge
(Concordia U, Canada)
ceren.belge@concordia.ca

PAPERS
Metehan Tekinirk
(Boston U, US)
tekinirk@bu.edu
New Nationalism, “New Turkey”: Identity Contestation and the Populist Makeover of Turkish Politics Under the Justice and Development Party

Zeyno Kececioglu
(Koç U, Turkey)
zkececioglu20@ku.edu.tr
Backlash in Women’s Rights: The Case of Reproductive Rights, Abortion in Poland and Turkey

Daniel J Schulte
(Brown U, US)
daniel_schulte@brown.edu
Elite Framing of Public Opinion on Morality Issues: A Survey Experiment in Turkey

Hafza Girdap
(Stony Brook U, US)
hafza.girdap@stonybrook.edu
Gendered State Violence and Post-Coup Migration Out of Turkey
*co-authored with Nancy Hiemstra (Stony Brook U) and Busra Sirac (U of Portsmouth, UK)

DISCUSSANT
Ezgi Elçi
(Özyeğin U, Turkey)
ezgi.elci@ozyegin.edu.tr
PANEL U12
National and Local Governance and Democratic Reforms

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Bertrand de Franqueville
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
bertrand.defranqueville@uottawa.ca

PAPERS
Per Ekman
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
per.ekman@statsvet.uu.se
State Building, Polarization and Political Leadership: Explaining Successful and Failed Reforms in Georgia and Ukraine After the Color Revolutions

Sophie Schmäing
(U of Giessen, Germany)
sophie.schmaeing@sowi.uni-giessen.de
Participatory Democracy or Service Delivery? The Roles of Citizen Participation in local Decision-Making Processes in Ukraine

Oleksandra Keudel
(Freie U Berlin, Germany)
oleksandra.keudel@fu-berlin.de
Variety of Local Social Orders in Ukraine: A Systematic Assessment of Political and Economic Competition in 24 Large Cities

Kirill Melnikov
(Fulbright Scholar, GWU, US)
melnikovrezh@gmail.com
Formal Power in Informal Networks: Problems of Measurement and Patterns of Distribution in Russia’s Regional Bureaucracy

DISCUSSANT
Sophia Wilson
(Southern Illinois U Edwardsville, US)
sowilso@siue.edu
Dilemmas of Knowledge Production and Peacebuilding: Case of War-Torn Donbas and Annexed Crimea

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 10 // 8.30-10.00 AM ET

CHAIR
Paul Goode
(Carleton U, Canada)
paul.goode@carleton.ca

SPEAKERS

Viktoriya Sereda
(IMRE Kertész Kolleg Jena, Germany)
sereda.vik@gmail.com
Dilemmas of Positionality: Studying a War Conflict With(in) Your Own Country: (Trans)national Experiences of Resettlement From the Donbas and Crimea

Oksana Mikheieva
(European U Viadrina Frankfurt (Oder), Germany)
mikheieva@ucu.edu.ua
Shifting Positions of Research Participants in War-Turned Societies: Organisation of the Fieldwork and Specifics of the Presentation of Results

Svitlana Babenko
(Taras Shevchenko National U of Kyiv, Ukraine)
sbabenko@gmail.com
Dilemmas of Unvoiced People in Occupied Crimea: Sociology and Mass Media Presentations

Iryna Kuznetsova
(U of Birmingham, UK)
i.kuznetsova@bham.ac.uk
The Embodied Understanding of Borders: The Feminist Geopolitics of Donbas and Crimea in Ukrainian Art
PANEL BE1
Civil Society in Belarus
Shocks 2020-2021 and Beyond

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Sofie Bedford
(Uppsala U, Sweden)
sofie.bedford@ires.uu.se

PAPERS
Yury Chavusau
(Independent Scholar, Belarus)
chavusau@gmail.com
Freedom of Association in Belarus: Legal and Practical Environment for Civil Society Organizations

Olwen Byrne
(Leiden U, The Netherlands)
o.m.byrne@umail.leidenuniv.nl
Exploring the Threat to Democratisation and Human Rights: The Paradox of International Institution Engagement With Government Organised Non-Governmental Organisations in Azerbaijan and Belarus

Vadim Mojeiko
(Belarusian Institute for Strategic Studies)
mojeiko@belinstitute.com
Changes in Values and Identity as the Foundation of a New Civil Society in Belarus

Tatsiana Chulitskaya
(Vytautas Magnus U, Lithuania)
chulitskaya@gmail.com
Belarusian Civil Society and Social Movements in Times of Political Crises: Main Developments, Challenges, and Needs

Ilya Sulzhytski
(U of Greifswald, Germany)
ilya.sulzhickiy@gmail.com
A Revolution Aborted? Social Impacts and Discourses of the Belarusian Crisis in 2021

DISCUSSANT
Nicolas Bouchet
(German Marshall Fund of the United States)
nbouchet@gmfus.org
PANEL BK15
Categorisations and Identifications
The Slovene Case

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Tamara Pavanović Trošt
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
tamara.trost@ef.uni-lj.si

PAPERS
Rok Stergar
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)
rok.stergar@ff.uni-lj.si
Who are We? Ethnic Categorizations in Habsburg Elementary Education and Their Effects
*co-authored with Jan Bernot (U of Ljubljana)

Neja Blaj Hribar
(Institute of Contemporary History, Slovenia)
neja.blaj-hribar@inz.si
Slovenian and Yugoslav Nationhood in Drava Banovina Elementary Education: Two Nationhoods or One?
*co-authored with Marko Zajc (Institute of Contemporary History)

Jovana Mihajlović Trbovc
(Institute of Culture and Memory Studies, Slovenia)
jovana@zrc-sazu.si
Constructing Slovene National Identity in History Textbooks From the 1950s Until Today
*co-authored with Tamara Pavanović Trošt

DISCUSSANT
Siniša Malešević
(U College Dublin, Ireland)
sinisa.malesevic@ucd.ie
PANEL BK20
Post-Conflict Societies

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Mila Dragojević
(The U of the South, US)
midragoj@sewanee.edu

PAPERS
Isaac Grief
(U of York, UK)
ietg500@york.ac.uk
Nationalism vs. Patrimonialism: Kosovo’s Self-Determination Movement’s Internal Challenge to RebelVictors

Valentino Grbavac
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
valentino.grbavac@gmail.com
A Consociationalist Overview of the Representation of Croats in the House of Peoples in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Davor Pauković
(U of Dubrovnik, Croatia)
davor.paukovic@unidu.hr
Dealing With the Past in Electoral Manifestos: Croatia 1990-2020
*co-authored with Višeslav Raos (Zagreb U)

DISCUSSANT
Arnaud Kurze
(Montclair State U, US)
kurzea@montclair.edu
PANEL CE15
National Responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic
East-Central European Case Studies

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Alena Alamgir
(Georgia Tech, US)
akalamgir@gmail.com

PAPERS
Attila Antal
(Eötvös Loránd U, Hungary)
antal.attila@ajk.elte.hu
COVID-19, Nationalism and Emergency Measures in Hungary

Krysztof Brzechczyn
(Adam Mickiewicz U, Poland)
brzech@amu.edu.pl
Responses to the COVID-19 Pandemic in Poland: An Analysis of Discourses of Parliamentary Opposition and COVID-19 Anti-Vaccine Movement

Dragoș Petrescu
(U of Bucharest, Romania)
dragos.petrescu@fspub.unibuc.ro
Identity Politics and Cultural Boundaries in the Pandemic Years 2020-2021: Diffuse Illiberalism and Digital Roots of the Sanitary Crisis in Romania

DISCUSSANT
Manuela Ungureanu
(UBC Okanagan, Canada)
manuela.ungureanu@ubc.ca
PANEL CE18
Interwar Radicalism Impacting the Contemporary National Identities in Poland and its Constellations

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Katalin F. Rac
(U of Florida, US)
katalin.rac@ufl.edu

PAPERS
Ewa Wróblewska-Trochimiuk
(Institute of Slavic Studies, Poland)
wroblewskae@gmail.com
A Moderate Europe? Radicalisms in Central European Cultures

Natalia Judzińska
(Institute of Slavic Studies, Poland)
natalia.judzinska@gmail.com
Bombs in Vilnius: Radicalization of Antisemitic Attitudes and Practices Before World War II

Katarzyna Kurza
(U of Bialystok, Poland)
k_kurza@op.pl
How Poles Radicalised Belarusians: On the Mechanism of Coercion

Izabela Mrzygłód
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
iza.mrzyglod@gmail.com
The Cult of the Martyr: The Symbol of Stanislaw Waclawski and Rituals of Violence in the Warsaw Student Milieu of the 1930s

DISCUSSANT
Karolina Ćwiek-Rogalska
(Polish Academy of Sciences)
karolina.cwiek-rogalska@ispan.waw.pl
PANEL CE24
Book Panel on Ana Bracic’s
Breaking the Exclusion Cycle: How to Promote Cooperation between Majority and Minority Ethnic Groups (Oxford, 2020)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Jurij Toplak
(Fordham U, US)
jurij.toplak@um.si

PARTICIPANTS
Gwendolyn Albert
(Roma Education Support Trust, Czechia)
gwendolyn.albert@gmail.com

Tina Magazzini
(European U Institute, Italy)
tina.magazzini@eui.eu

Peter Vermeersch
(U of Leuven, Belgium)
peter.vermeersch@kuleuven.be

Ana Bracic
(Michigan State U, US)
bracic@msu.edu
PANEL EU1
Gender Dynamics in Eurasia

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Alexandra Wishart
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
wishart.alexandra@gmail.com

PAPERS
Aizada Arystanbek
(Rutgers U, US)
a.arystanbek@rutgers.edu
“Can You Beat Your Wife, Yes or No?“:
A Study of Hegemonic Femininity in Kazakhstan's Online Discourses

Sara Hassani
(The New School, US)
Hasss230@newschool.edu
Grassroots Struggles Against Domestic Violence in Uzbekistan:
Strategies of Exit and Voice
*co-authored with Tanzilya Oren (Fordham U, US)

Danzan Narantuya
(National U of Mongolia)
hiimoritoi@gmail.com
Role of Women and Unemployment of Men

Hélène Thibault
(Nazarbayev U, Kazakhstan)
helene.thibault@nu.edu.kz
The Politics of Sex in Central Asia

DISCUSSANT
Adrienne Edgar
(UC Santa Barbara, US)
edgar@history.ucsb.edu
PANEL EU3
Muslims, Tibetans, and the Ethnopolitics of Maoist China

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
David R Stroup
(Manchester U, UK)
david.stroup@manchester.ac.uk

PAPERS
Benno Weiner
(Carnegie Mellon U, US)
bweiner@andrew.cmu.edu
When Bad Muslims Meet Good Tibetans in Early-Maoist China

Joshua L Freeman
(Princeton U, US)
jfreeman@princeton.edu
Xinjiang Under Nationalists and Communists: Questioning the 1949 Divide

Eric Schluesel
(George Washington U, US)
schluesel@email.gwu.edu
The Saintly Body of a Mao-Era Uyghur Hero: Anarkhan Before Anarkhan

Dáša Pejchar Mortensen
(Davidson College, US)
damortensen@davidson.edu
Mao-Era Propaganda in Eastern Tibet: Transforming a “Serf” into a “Heroic Eagle of the Snow Mountains”

DISCUSSANT
Marianne Kamp
(Indiana U, US)
mkamp@indiana.edu
PANEL K8
Politics and Society in the South Caucasus

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Margarita Tadevosyan
(George Mason U, US)
mtadevos@gmu.edu

PAPERS
Nutsa Batiashvili
(Free U of Tbilisi, Georgia)
n.batiashvili@freeuni.edu.ge
Anxiety of Treason in a Small Country

Karli-Jo Storm
(U of Eastern Finland)
karli.storm@uef.fi

Aram Simonyan
(U of Kiel, Germany)
aram.simonyan@isec.am
Democracy Building and the Link Between Public Trust and Corruption Perception: Comparative Analysis Before and After the Armenian Velvet Revolution in 2018
*co-authored with David Schultz (U of Hamline, US)

Claudia Palazzo
(Centro Studi Italo-Georgiani, Italy)
cla.palazzo@gmail.com
Water Conflicts in the South Caucasus: A Comparative Analysis of Three Case Studies in the Context of “Frozen Conflicts”

DISCUSSANT
Julie George
(Queens College CUNY, US)
julie.george@qc.cuny.edu
PANEL M6
Cities and Immigrant Integration

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Oleksandra Tarkhanova
(U of St. Gallen, Switzerland)
oleksandra.tarkhanova@unisg.ch

PAPERS
Karolina Łukasiewicz
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
k.lukasiewic@uw.edu.pl
Governance of Migrants’ Integration in CEE Cities in the Context of National-Level Crises

Kamil Matuszczyk
(U of Warsaw, Poland)
kamil_t_matuszczyk@uw.edu.pl

Jennie L. Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
schulzej@duq.edu
City of Bridges: Welcoming Newcomers to Pittsburgh During Times of Crisis

Samantha Twietmeyer
(Queen’s U, Canada)
sam.twietmeyer@queensu.ca
Good Relations and Exclusive Tensions: Immigrant and Migrant Contestation in the City of Belfast

DISCUSSANT
Colleen Thouez
(New School U, US)
thouezc@newschool.edu
PANEL N12
Nationalist Discourse and Practice

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Zeynep Bulutgil
(UCL, UK)
z.bulutgil@ucl.ac.uk

PAPERS
Uriel Abulof
(Tel Aviv U, Israel)
ua42@cornell.edu
The Emergence and Evolution of Self-Determination

Timothy Waters
(Indiana U Maurer School of Law, US)
tiwaters@indiana.edu
What Remaining Requires:
Legal and Normative Perspectives on Exiting the European Union

Javoer Carbonell
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
j.carbonell@ed.ac.uk
Why Databases on Platy Platforms Fail to Grasp Nationalist Discourse
and What Can We Do About It

Johanna Masse
(Queen’s U, Canada)
johanna.masse@queensu.ca
Between (National) Liberation and (Social) Emancipation:
Northern Ireland’s Republican Women at the Crossroads Between Nationalism
and Feminism During the Troubles (1968-1998)

DISCUSSANT
Dana Landau
(U of Basel, Switzerland)
dana.landau@swisspeace.ch
PANEL N14
The Politics of Citizenship in India

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Dominika Koter
(Colgate U, US)
dkoter@colgate.edu

PAPERS
Girija Brahma
(Jawaharlal Nehru U, India)
girijahcu@gmail.com
Ongoing Struggles for Indigenous Homelands and the Response of the State in Assam

Sajaudeen Nijamodeen Chapparban
(Central U of Gujarat, India)
shujaudeen09@gmail.com
The Rise of Religious Nationalism and Question of Minority Citizenship in South Asia

Debasreeta Deb
(U of Otago, New Zealand)
runasilchar10@gmail.com
The “Dark Side” of Citizenship in India

Bramsh Khan
(Syracuse U, US)
bramsh@hotmail.com
Group Consciousness and Nationalism in the Post-Colonial Countries of South Asia

DISCUSSANT
Rumela Sen
(Columbia U, US)
rs3820@columbia.edu
PANEL R12
Conflict, Security and Soft Power in Russia

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Dmitry Gorenburg
(Harvard U, US)
gorenbur@fas.harvard.edu

PAPERS
Anna Ohanyan
(Stonehill College, US)
aohanyan@stonehill.edu
Pax Rossica: Pacification, Conflict Management, or Naked Geopolitics

Tomáš Mareš
(Charles U, Czechia)
tomas.mares@fsv.cuni.cz
The Transformation of the Russian World Concept and Its utilization in Russian Foreign Policy

Annamaria Kiss
(King’s College London, UK)
annamaria.kiss@kcl.ac.uk
Understanding Russian Perceptions of Transnational Armed Mobilization of Non-State Actors

DISCUSSANT
Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu
PANEL R14
Professional Integration of High-Skilled Female Immigrants
What Are the Gender Specifics?

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Safia Swimelar
(Elon U, US)
sswimelar@elon.edu

PAPERS
Irina Olimpieva
(George Washington U, US)
irinaolimp@gmail.com
*co-authored with Robert Orttung (George Washington U, US)

Russian Female Immigrants Teaching Math in the United States:
“Passive Victims” or “Strategizing Agents”?

Irina V. Gewinner
(Leibniz U Hanover, Germany)
i.gewinner@ish.uni-hannover.de

Professional Integration of Female Immigrant Scholars from the Post-Soviet Area: The Role of Discrimination

Irina Antoschyuk
(U of Amsterdam, the Netherlands)
irinantoschyuk@gmail.com

Female Computer Scientists From the Post-Soviet Area: Migration Experience and (Dis)Advantages of Diaspora Knowledge Networks

DISCUSSANT
Monique Laney
(Auburn U, US)
mzl0062@auburn.edu
PANEL TK4
Non-Muslims in the Ottoman Empire and Turkey

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Kristin Fabbe
(Harvard Business School, US)
kfabbe@hbs.edu

PAPERS
Nora Bairamian
(UCLA, US)
nbairamian@g.ucla.edu
Assessing the Development of Indigenous Armenian Nationalism in the Ottoman Empire Through Literature of the Borderlands

Laura Brody
(U Paul-Valéry Montpellier III, France)
brodyl@ff.cuni.cz
Memories of Imvros: Mapping Belonging on an Aegean Island

Hulya Delihuseyinoglu Acar
(Boğaziçi U, Turkey)
bu.hulya@gmail.com
Governing Armenian Schools Through Ambiguity

Semih Gokatalay
(UC San Diego, US)
sgokatal@ucsd.edu
Orthodox Festivals, Ottoman Greeks, and the State in the Late Ottoman Empire

DISCUSSANT
Yesim Bayar
(St. Lawrence U, US)
ybayar@stlawu.edu
PANEL U13
Book Panel on Eleanor Knott’s
Kin Majorities: Identity and Citizenship in Crimea and Moldova
(McGill, 2022)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 11 // 10.30 AM-12.00 PM ET

CHAIR
Cynthia Buckley
(U of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, US)
buckleyc@illinois.edu

PARTICIPANTS
Szabolcs Pogonyi
(CEU, Hungary)
pogonyi@ceu.hu

Oxana Shevel
(Tufts U, US)
oxana.shevel@tufts.edu

Magdalena Dembinska
magdalena.dembinska@umontreal.ca
(U de Montréal, Canada)

Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
ekknott@gmail.com
CHAIR

Vjeran Pavlakovic  
(U of Rijeka, Croatia)  
vjeranp@gmail.com

PAPERS

Goran Musić  
(U of Vienna, Austria)  
goran.music@univie.ac.at  
Working-Class Memories of War, Nationalism, and Deindustrialization in Present-Day Bosnia and Herzegovina

Émilie Fort  
(Durham U, UK)  
emilie.fort@durham.ac.uk  
Discussing the Relation Between Women and Nationalism in the Former Yugoslavia: An Analysis of the Daily Practices of Women in the Region

Chiara Milan  
(Scuola Normale Superiore, Italy)  
Chiara.milan@sns.it  
Emotional and Biographical Effects of Engagement in Pro-Migrant Mobilization: The Case of Solidarity Activism Along the Western Balkans Route

DISCUSSANT

Tamara Pavasović Trošt  
(U of Ljubljana, Slovenia)  
tamara.trost@ef.uni-ij.si
PANEL BK21
Book Panel on Vladimir Vučković's
Europeanizing Montenegro:
The European Union, the Rule of Law,
and Regional Cooperation
(Lexington Books, 2021)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Florian Bieber
(U of Graz, Austria)
florian.bieber@uni-graz.at

PARTICIPANTS
Soeren Keil
(U of Fribourg, Switzerland)
soeren.keil@unifr.ch

Vladimir Đorđević
(Mendel U, Czechia)
vladadjo@yahoo.com

Vladimir Vučković
(Masaryk U, Czechia)
vladimir.bodin@gmail.com
PANEL CE16
Memory Politics and Citizenship

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Jennie L. Schulze
(Duquesne U, US)
schulzej@duq.edu

PAPERS
Marco Lemonte
(U of Coimbra, Portugal)
marco.lemonte@gmail.com
The Underlying Logic Behind the Romanian Policy of Citizenship (Re)-Acquisition in Moldova: Perspectives From the Bottom-Up to the Top-Down Over Time

Ionas Rus
(U of Cincinnati Blue Ash College, US)
rusis@ucmail.uc.edu
The Pro-Soviet and Pro-Russian Self-Determination Options of the Minorities of Interwar Bessarabia and Post-1991 Moldova

Dovilė Sagatienė
(Mykolas Romeris U, Lithuania)
dovile.sagatiene@gmail.com
Memory Wars in Post-Cold War Era: Why Lithuania Claims Soviet Genocide Happened

Michaela Pohl
(Vassar College, US)
mipohl@vassar.edu

DISCUSSANT
Eleanor Knott
(LSE, UK)
ekknott@gmail.com
PANEL CE22
Minorities in National State Institutions

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Szabolcs Pogonyi
(CEU, Hungary)
pogonyi@ceu.hu

PAPERS
Anna Adorjáni
(U of Vienna, Austria)
anna.adorjani@univie.ac.at
Are Jews a Nation?
The Case of the Hungarian Jews in the Last Weeks of 1918

Jurij Toplak
(Fordham U, US)
jurij.toplak@um.si

How Do the Courts Treat Roma?
Trends in European Courts’ Cases Involving Roma

DISCUSSANT
Sherrill Stroschein
(UCL, UK)
s.stroschein@ucl.ac.uk
PANEL M7
Nationality and Dual Citizenship

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Maya Breau
(U of Birmingham, UK)
MXB1204@student.bham.ac.uk

PAPERS
Yossi Harpaz
(Tel-Aviv U, Israel)
yharpaz@tauex.tau.ac.il
Kin Citizenship as Insurance Against Risk:
The Case of the Jewish Diaspora

Dimitry Kochenov
(CEU, Hungary)
kochenovd@ceu.edu
The Victims of Citizenship

Oktay Aktan
(Christian-Albrechts-U of Kiel, Germany)
aktan@gender.uni-kiel.de
Trajectories of Citizenship: An Analysis of Social Science Discourses
on the Performance of Citizenship Rights
*co-authored with Catharina Peeck-Ho (Carl von Ossietzky U)

DISCUSSANT
Michael O. Sharpe
(York College CUNY, US)
msharpe@york.cuny.edu
PANEL N2
Media and Digital Nationalism

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Dominika Koter
(Colgate U, US)
dkoter@colgate.edu

PAPERS
Nadia Kaneva
(U of Denver, US)
nkaneva@du.edu
Post-National Brand Utopias as Challengers to
the Normativity of the Nation-State

Giulio Pitroso
(Griffith U, Australia)
giuliopitroso20@gmail.com
Catalan Digital Nationalism:
Hypotheses for a Political Model

Yuhan Wang
(U of Bristol, UK)
yuhan.wang@bristol.ac.uk
Social Media and Nationalism Research:
A Posthuman Approach

DISCUSSANT
Michael Skey
(Loughborough U, UK)
m.skey@lboro.ac.uk
PANEL N7
Book Panel on Ryan Griffiths’s
Secession and the Sovereignty Game:
Strategy and Tactics for Aspiring Nations
(Cornell, 2021)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Dragana Svraka
(U of Florida, US)
dsvraka@apsanet.org

PARTICIPANTS
Alexander Cooley
(Columbia U, US)
ac210@columbia.edu

Karlo Basta
(U of Edinburgh, UK)
Karlo.Basta@ed.ac.uk

Gezim Visoka
(Dublin City U, Ireland)
gezim.visoka@dcu.ie

Ryan Griffiths
(Syracuse U, US)
rgriff01@syr.edu
PANEL R4

Conceptualizing the Grand Duchy of Finland Within the Russian Empire

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Krista Goff
(U of Miami, US)
kgoff@miami.edu

PAPERS
Ilkka Liikanen
(U of Eastern Finland)
ilkka.liikanen@uef.fi
Conceptualising the Grand Duchy of Finland as a Nation

Marja Jalava
(U of Turku, Finland)
marja.jalava@utu.fi
Revising the History of the Grand Duchy in Finland

Jani Marjanen
(U of Helsinki, Finland)
jani.marjanen@helsinki.fi
Conceptualizing Finland Before and After the Formation of the Grand Duchy of Finland as a Part of the Russian Empire, 1790–1840

Jussi Kurunmäki
(U of Eastern Finland)
jussi.kurunmaki@gmail.com
The Formation of the Grand Duchy of Finland as a Political Unit Through Political Representation

DISCUSSANT
Risto Alapuro
(U of Helsinki, Finland)
risto.alapuro@helsinki.fi
PANEL R6
Book Panel on Pål Kolstø’s
Strategic Uses of Nationalism and Ethnic Conflict: Interest and Identity in Russia and the Post-Soviet Space
(Edinburgh Press, 2022)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Helge Blakkisrud
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
hb@nupi.no

PARTICIPANTS
Marlene Laruelle
(George Washington U, US)
laruelle@email.gwu.edu

Veera Laine
(Finnish Institute of International Affairs)
veera.laine@helsinki.fi

Henry E. Hale
(George Washington U, US)
hhale@gwu.edu

Pål Kolstø
(U of Oslo, Norway)
pal.kolsto@ilos.uio.no
PANEL U1

Pandemic Exit and Voice in Poland and Ukraine
Evidence From the MOBILISE Project 2019-2022

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Paul D’Anieri
(UC Riverside, US)
danieri@ucr.edu

PAPERS
Olga Onuch
(U of Manchester, UK)
olga.onuch@manchester.ac.uk
What Is the Effect of COVID-19 Lockdown on Protest Readiness?
Evidence From a Natural Experiment and Panel Survey Data in Ukraine

Kostiantyn Fedorenko
(ZOiS, Germany)
kostiantyn.fedorenko@zois-berlin.de
From Molotov Cocktails to Farewell Parties: Causes of Emigration for Participants of the 2013-14 “Euromaidan” Protests in Ukraine

Gwendolyn Sasse
(ZOiS, Germany)
gwendolyn.sasse@zois-berlin.de
Protest Intention Versus Migration Intention in Ukraine, Poland, Argentina and Morocco: Examining Push Factors of Exit and Voice

Piotr Goldstein
(ZOiS, Germany)
piotr.goldstein@zois-berlin.de
Polish Migrants’ Social Engagement: Between Public Protest and Everyday Activism

DISCUSSANT
Mark Beissinger
(Princeton U, US)
mbbeissin@princeton.edu
PANEL U17

Book Panel on Mykhailo Minakov, Georgiy Kasianov, and Matthew Rojansky’s
From “The Ukraine” to Ukraine: A Contemporary History, 1991-2021
(Ibidem Verlag, 2021)

SATURDAY MAY 7 // Session 12 // 2.00-3.30 PM ET

CHAIR
Anna Vozna
(U of Ottawa, Canada)
avozn026@uottawa.ca

PARTICIPANTS
Timm Beichelt
(European U Viadrina, Germany)
beichelt@europa-uni.de

Jessica Zychowicz
(Institute of International Education, Ukraine)
jzychowicz@iie.org

Gelinada Grinchenko
(Karazin U in Kharkiv, Ukraine)
g.grinchenko@karazin.ua

Georgiy Kasianov
(U of Marie Curie-Sklodowska, Poland)
coffee_cup_2007@hotmail.com

Mykhailo Minakov
(Kennan Institute, US)
mikhailminakov1971@gmail.com
Don't Be a Stranger
Jason Galie
2022 | 9781644697726 | HB
“This rich book examines one of the defining characteristics of Russian culture: its tendency to categorize people into those who belong and those who do not.”
—Valeria Sobel, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

Russian in the 1740s
Thomas Rosén
2022 | 9781644697979 | PB
“Focusing on just one decade in the history of Russian...the study offers a detailed and most welcome analysis of the registers used at that time and still available to readers today...”
—Gijbert Ratten, Leiden University

Habsburg Sons
Peter C. Appelbaum
2022 | 9781644696903 | PB
“We are in Peter Appelbaum’s debt for telling the story of Jews in the Austro-Hungarian army, and for bringing out their dignity and pride in being both Jewish and Austrian.”
—Jay Winter, Yale University

Like a Drop of Ink in a Downpour
Yelena Lembersky
2022 | 9781644696699 | PB
“Unspiring, with devastating clarity, this extraordinary mother-daughter memoir is like a drop of ink that seeps into every crevice of Soviet life in the 1970s and 1980s.”
—Chiraq Reese, Brandeis University

Russian TV Series in the Era of Transition
Edited by Alexander Prokhorov, Elena Prokhorova, & Rimgaila Salys
2021 | 9781644696446 | PB
—Christine Evans, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Between East and West
Marat Shaikhutdinov
2021 | 9781644697139 | HB
Drawing on a wide range of sources and historiographical material, Between East and West provides a comprehensive analysis of the efforts of the Moscow princes to form a centralized Russian state.
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Books that Enlighten and Inspire

**Making Ukraine**
*Negotiating, Contesting, and Drawing the Borders in the Twentieth Century*
EDITED BY OLENA PALKO AND CONSTANTIN ARDELEANU
Foreword by Ulrich Schmid
May Cloth $75.00 | 448pp 30 maps

The first comprehensive account of the making of Ukraine's borders during the twentieth century.

**The Russian Military Intervention in Syria**
OHANNES GEUKJIAN
Cloth $39.95 | 312pp

An exploration of Russia's foreign policy goals, its rivalry with the West, and its presence in the Middle East.

**Autonomous Weapons Systems and International Norms**
INGVILD BODE AND HENDRIK HUELSS
Paper $49.95 | 290pp

A timely analysis of autonomous weapons systems and their implications for international relations.

**Multilateral Sanctions Revisited**
*Lessons Learned from Margaret Doxey*
EDITED BY ANDREA CHARRON AND CLARA PORTIELA
Foreword by Louise Fréchette
September Paper $37.95 | 280pp

Rediscovering the work of Margaret Doxey through an exploration of new multilateral sanctions.

**The Ukrainian-Russian Borderland**
*History versus Geography*
VOLODYMYR KRAVCHENKO
August Cloth $65.00 | 352pp

The history and geography of Ukrainian-Russian relations through questions of identity and meaning.

**Kin Majorities**
*Identity and Citizenship in Crimea and Moldova*
ELEANOR K. KNOTT
August Cloth $120.00 | 384pp

Exploring the (geo) politics of identity and citizenship in Moldova and Crimea in the wake of Russian annexation.

**The Symbolic State**
*Minority Recognition, Majority Backlash, and Secession in Multinational Countries*
KARLO BASTA
Paper $37.95 | 272pp

A comprehensive re-examination of multinational state politics through the lens of symbolic institutions.

**The Urbanization of Forced Displacement**
*UNHCR, Urban Refugees, and the Dynamics of Policy Change*
NEIL JAMES WILSON CRAWFORD
Paper $39.95 | 344pp

Investigating how the world's largest humanitarian organization responded to the global movement of refugees to cities.